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UVa. offers partial refund FRRRC continues
merit pay discussion
of student activity fee
School wants to avoid lawsuits over free speech
by Maggie Welter
staff writer
Undergraduate students at the University of Virginia
can request a partial refund of their annual student activity
fee if they disagree with the views of religious or political
student organizations that receive funding.
The Board of Visitors at UVa. decided to adopt this
new policy Friday in response to a June Supreme Court
decision that required the university to fund Wide Awake,
a Christian student magazine.
The policy is an effort to avoid potential lawsuits that
might arise with regard to free speech, UVa.
spokeswoman Louise Dudley said.
"It's really an effort to protect the university legally,"
Dudley said.
Students are only entitled to a refund of 25 percent of
their student fee, or about $7, because the university
decided that only one-fourth of the student organizations
were speech related, she said.
Robert Roberts, a JMU professor of political science,
said UVa., by adopting this policy, is trying to ensure that
students "won't be able to sue the university because their
money is going to fund speech they don't agree with."

by Jaime Dritt
staff writer

To receive the refund, students must fill out a form
identifying the speech group or groups with which they
disagree and turn it in to the student affairs office.
The individual $28 student fees add up to about
$450,000 yearly. The student council distributes the funds
to student organizations.
Dudley cited two reasons as to why she did not think
the new policy would reduce the total amount of money
available for groups.enough to present financial
difficulties.
First, Dudley said she did not see this turning into "a
major movement to get a $7 refund."
Second, the student fees are not intended to be the sole
support for student organizations. "Most have other
additional ways of raising money, from car washes to Tshirt sales," she said.
UVa. handles its collection and distribution of student
activity fees differently than JMU.
According to Robert Scott, JMU vice president for
student affairs, JMU students pay a student fee of $2,082
per year. However, this fee is comprehensive, covering
much more than UVa.'s student fee. Health services,

Some members of the Faculty Roles, Responsibilities and Rewards
Committee say they feel their role in determining the merit pay system at JMU
was decreased, while others say it was not.
Russ Smith, associate professor of economics, thinks the administration
decreased the committee's role with merit pay by violating recommendations
made by FRRRC. Smith was on the original committee.
"I just want to know what criteria [the administrators] are using to dole
[out] this money," Smith said.
"Originally, when we met with Dr. [Ronald] Carrier, our impression was
that we should develop recommendations to best evaluate faculty and
administrators who have academic responsibilities," Smith said.
After work began, Smith said, the merit pay steering committee sent memos
to the faculty committee that stated the faculty committee's charge was to
make recommendations to evaluate faculty and "dole out money" to faculty
within a particular department.
Smith wrote a memo to faculty and staff members and posted it on the
faculty/staff bulletin board on the VAX.
The administration never told the committee it "decided to renege on its
written agreement to follow the recommendations for the current round of
merit pay determinations," Smith said in the memo.
Smith is upset because as far as he knows, no administrator above the level
of department head has written specifications for allocating merit pay,
according to the memo.

see FEE page 2

see MERIT page. 2

Some athletes stay in hotel
night before home games
order to help them compete on a
more equal level with opponents,
Babcock said.
Don Lemish, director of athletics,
explained that because JMU does not
have athletic residence halls, teams
need to spend the night in a hotel to
"keep the team together" the night
before the game.

of the 13 home games this season.
The decision to put the players up
staff writer
before games came partially because
Coaches need their players rested,
of the five home-game losses the
focused and competitive, so JMU
team suffered last season, Driesell
football and men's basketball players
said.
lodge at a local hotel on the night
"It was absolutely a factor,"
before home games.
Driesell said about the correlation
The night before each of the
between the number of home games
football team's six home games, _
__ lost and the fact that players
players tackle a dinner at D-hall.
didn't stay in the hotel before
attend meetings and take a van
games.
ride to the Days Inn, where they
The basketball coaches
spend the night.
require that players stay in
Tin- team stays at the hotel at a
hotels for the purpose of
cost of about $1,000 per night,
"controlling
outside
according to Executive Associate
influences," Driesell said.
Athletic
iiiicui uirecior
Director oraa
Brad oaococK.
Babcock.
/»
"Any advantage we can get
Football coach Alex Wood OJ money.
as far as winning, we'll go
said the purpose of the policy is
with," Driesell said.
Chuck Driesell
to provide a "controlled
He said the coaches were
assistant men's basketball coach challenged last year to get
surrounding" where the players
can get enough rest and be
players to obey curfews, when
mentally prepared for the game.
Wood said he sees athletic dorms they were scattered around campus
Money for the hotel comes from
as "a thing of the past," despite the and in off-campus housing.
the football budget, administered by
fact some colleges still have them.
The team only rents out four to
the athletic department.
He said he feels such residence halls five rooms each night, Driesell said.
This doesn't necessarily mean the
isolate players from the rest of The team gets a "good deal" on room
athletic department enjoys the large
campus.
prices from the Days Inn, although
bills that come along with nights at
The JMU men's basketball team he didn't know the exact cost per
the Days Inn.
is staying in a hotel before home night.
Babcock said JMU voted at an
games this season, although the team
The practice of putting players up
NCAA convention to eliminate the
does not do it every year.
nights before home games is not
NCAA allowance of team's staying
"Some years we do it and some exclusive to JMU.
overnight in hotels before home
we don't; we feel like it's not a waste
Wood has coached at nine other
games, but the initiative was
of money" said Assistant Coach colleges with similar policies and
"overwhelmingly" defeated by
Chuck Driesell.
said most colleges in the United
NCAA-member schools.
Although the basketball team did States permit such accommodations
Therefore, JMU continues to put
not stay in a hotel last season, players
football players up at the Days Inn in
will stay at the Days Irm before each
see HOTEL page 2

by Chuck Schroeder

Some years we do it
and some we don't; we
feel like it's not a waste

J. MICHAEL ROGERS/ro/i/rifcu/ing photographer

Do a little dance
Junior dance major Michelle Winched gets down in the
piece "Aoww . .. Sup!", which will be performed Nov. 17
and 18 as part of the fall Student Dance Concert.
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continued from page 1
construction, athletic programs and
student services are funded by JMU
student fees, Scott said.
As for distribution to student
organizations, Fred Hilton, director
of Media Relations at JMU, said the
university "leaves it up to the Student
Government Association to decide on
a case-by-case basis which
organizations should receive funds."
Last year, the SGA distributed
$421,635 to 10 student organizations
for 1995 operations.
Though he was not speaking for
the university, Al Menard, associate
vice president for student affairs, said
he did not foresee JMU following in
UVa.'s footsteps by allowing refunds
of the fee anytime soon.
"I look at it like a community,"
Menard said. "Some people always
disagree with things their taxes go to
suppon, but (here has to be a sense of
community,
and
student
organizations need funding."
If everyone requested rebates on
percentages of their taxes, society
would be a wreck, Menard said.
Universities throughout the nation
are watching closely UVa.'s effort to
balance free speech with individual
rights.
UVa. had to adopt some policy to
comply with the Supreme Court's
ruling in Rosenberger v. University
of Virginia, said David Merkowitz, a
spokesman for the American Council
on Education.
In Rosenberger, the Supreme
Court ruled that UVa.'s refusal to
fund a religious-oriented magazine,
Wide Awake, violated the First
Amendment.
The Court said the "government,"
which includes state universities,
may not regulate the content of
messages by denying funding.
The Court also ruled that the
mandatory student fee was designed
to promote student expression and
inquiry.
The Court's decision will make it
necessary for other colleges to
explore ways to deal with the funding
of speech-related groups and the
interests of students who may
disagree with their viewpoints,
according to Merkowitz.

Merit

continued from page 1

"Like most . . . members of our subcommittee, I was
dismayed by the series of unilateral administrative
charges in the scope of our committee's assignment and
the corresponding increase in the scope of responsibilities
assigned to the outside consultant," he said in the memo.
The administrative committee, or the merit pay
steering committee, however, thinks the scope was not
narrowed because it was never as broad as the committee
thought. The merit pay steering committee is composed of
Bethany Oberst, vice president for academic affairs, and
Linwood Rose, executive vice president.
Rose said there was no change in the original proposal
of the committee's role.
"(The FRRRCJ had a charge that was outlined in a
memorandum sent to them. Their charge is to develop a
system for defining performance expectations and
performance review and merit pay dollar allocations in the
department," Rose said.
The FRRRC's role is to develop a mechanism so it is
clear the individual being evaluated and the person doing
the evaluating understand what is expected of them, Rose
said. The FRRRC's role is also to identify a process for
conducting the performance evaluation within a
department.
"I sent a memo to the committee chair trying to clarify
the role of the committee, and some people see it as
narrowing it," Rose said. "I view it as clarifying the
responsibilities of the committee."
Joan Frederick, professor of English and FRRRC
member, said the committee proposed not changing merit
pay and raises this year because the department was still
working on a new system of payment.
"(The system of evaluation being used now) is not
consistent with the interim recommendations, which said
that the evaluation process used this year should be the
evaluation process used last year," Frederick said.
She said she felt the scope of the committee was
narrowed, although she thought the administration and
FRRRC had two different perceptions about the role of
the committee.
Carrier initiated two committees, one working with
staff and the other was the merit pay steering committee,
Frederick said.
At one point during a joint meeting, Smith asked if the
committees were supposed to look at allocations between
colleges, and Carrier said the members were free to look
at the funds, she said.
Some committee members left with the impression
they were to make recommendations about the merit pay
allocations among the colleges, but they later found out
they were wrong.
"I thought we were to make recommendations on how
the available funds should be allocated among the
different colleges," Frederick said.
"We all seemed to agree on what our scope was, and it
was later that we got a memo from Dr. Rose saying that
our scope was not as broad. Obviously there were some
misconceptions," Frederick said.

Frederick said the committee did not see the need for a
consulting firm, but the committee wanted to benefit from
the consulting firm's experience. The consulting firm met
with the committee twice, but it only confirmed what the
committee already knew.
"The consulting firm was sometimes helpful but not
significant," Frederick said.
_.__„
Dan Gallagher, chairman of FRRRC and head of
management department, said he felt the scope of the
committee was not narrowed significantly.

"/ sent a memo ... trying
to clarify the role of the
committee, and some people
see it as narrowing it.
Linwood Rose
executive vice president
"There may have been some narrowing of the scope,
but I don't feel it was detrimental to the committee," he
said. "There were some benefits in having the committee
focus on making recommendations on how merit pay
should be allocated among the faculty members, and it
became the major focus of the committee."
The consulting firm was hired because the
administration wanted to have outside input to offer some
professional support service, Gallagher said. The
objective was to help both faculty and administrative
committees. It was made available to both committees.
Gallagher said the consulting firm was more of a
benefit to the administrative committee than to the faculty
committee, but he said, "It was useful for the faculty
committee to know the conclusions made by the survey
work of the consulting firm. We got a pretty good feeling
about what was good about the merit pay system and what
was bad.
John Hanson, professor of mathematics and FRRRC
member, said, "The committee was hopin&that the
consulting firm would help us find out what the other
schools were doing. As it turned out, we never got
information from the consulting firm relating to that."
The consulting firm had two focus groups, one for
faculty and one for department heads, according to
Hanson. The consulting firm made some suggestions to
both.
The consulting firm may have been helpful in
suggesting ways to get the system going gradually and
how important it was to get acceptance from other faculty.
he said.
"They didn't serve the primary focus, which was to
gather information from other schools," Hanson said.
"Maybe there just isn't much information about other
schools, so maybe JMU is ahead in trying to do that."

THE.BREEZE within the JMU
VAX system;

THE_BREEZE®jmu.edu outside
the JMU VAX system
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words, $2 for each additional
10 words; Boxed classified, $10
per column inch
Deadlines: noon Friday for
Monday issues, noon Tuesday
for Thursday issuses
Classifieds must be paid in
advance in The Breeze office.

Hotel.
continued from page 1

for football and other athletic teams.
George Mason University, which
does not have a varsity football team,
has a rule that forbids any of its
sports teams from receiving
overnight lodging for a game within
a 25-mile radius of campus,
according to GMU Sports
Information Director Jim Murphy.
This is to ensure that teams stay at
hotels only for away games.
The University of Virginia
football team goes through the same
rituals before home games as they do
before away games, such as staying
in hotels the night before games,
according to UVa. Athletic Director
Secretary Becky Pace.
The football team at the College
of William and Mary lodges in
hotels the night before home games,
but its basketball team never does,
said W&M Sports Information
Director Jean Elliott.
JMU women's basketball coach
Shelia Moorman said the women's
team only stays at hotels before
home games when residence halls
are closed due to vacation.
Men's soccer coach Tom Martin

would like to be able to have his
team together before home games but
said, "we can't afford to do it."
Going to the Days Inn has become
"pretty much a ritual" for the
football team, Wood said. He said he
doesn't have any problems rounding
up the players.
According to last Friday's
itinerary for Saturday's game against
the University of Connecticut, the
team went to the hotel after a day of
practice and meetings.
Starting and second-string players
made up the "hotel squad" — players
who stay overnight at the hotel, while
the "non-hotel squad" left before
lights-out at 11 p.m. A total of 52
players as well as Wood occupied 27
rooms.
Junior place-kicker John Coursey
said he doesn't mind sleeping at the
hotel, although it causes him to miss
some party-filled Friday nights.
Staying at the Days Inn "helps me
catch up on my sleep" and "get away
from distractions," Coursey said.
The players usually watch a
"really bad movie" and always get a
pizza or sub snack from Domino's
courtesy of JMU, Coursey said.

MAGGIE V/ELTER/senior photographer

Football safety John Stein manages to snag a pizza amidst a crush
of players clamoring for a late-night snack at the Days Inn on
Friday. Starters and second-stringers stay at the hotel the night
before home games, which costs the team about $6,000 a year.
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Trust fund limits department
computer lab purchases
by David Hurt
staff writer
Students upset about the lack of
new equipment in department
computer labs may have to hold on a
few more years before improvements
materialize.
To obtain funding for new
equipment for academic departments
throughout the university, JMU
makes use of the Equipment Trust
Fund.
The Equipment Trust Fund is
sponsored by the State Council of
Higher Education for Virginia and is
funded through the Virginia College
Building Authority, according to
John Knight, JMU assistant
controller. The authority, he said,
issues bonds to pay for educational
equipment and the university and
state contribute by paying back the
bonds and interest.
Richard Whitman, provost of the
College of Arts and Letters, said
departmental computer labs, such as
the labs in Duke and Keezell halls,
obtain computers and equipment
through this fund.
The computer equipment in the
Duke Hall lab, which many students
feel is outdated and does not meet
their needs, was funded through the

>

D

Equipment Trust Fund in 1990 and
1992, and must be used until a new
allocation is procured by the fund.
Whitman said.
"This college [of Arts and Letters]
received in excess of $11.2 million in
equipment funding to utilize in
dance, theater, interior design,
graphic design and visual arts,"
Whitman said.
Whitman said the $11.2 million
came in two major amounts, one in
April 1990 and the other in June
1992.
The fund designated the
allotments specifically for fine arts.
Whitman said the Duke Hall lab
received three different funding
allocations over the years.
The first allocation, a minimal
amount to get the lab started, came in
1986.
"The first major funding was in
1990, and at that time, interior design
received $48,500 and graphic design
$92,300
they pooled those funds
and then created the first real lab," he
said.
"In the next allocation in 1992,
graphic design received $38,000 [for
lab equipment], and interior design
received $73,000 for the lab. Most of
the present equipment [in Duke] was
purchased in the 1992 allocation."

r\
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Whitman said.
Although students complain the
computers are out-of-date, Knight
explained mat the university cannot
dispose of any equipment before the
bond is repaid.
All equipment must remain in an
academic setup, he said.
"[The Equipment Trust Fund]
requires us to keep the equipment in
proper running order, and we cannot
dispose of any equipment itself
because it is pledged against the
bond," Knight said.
Both SCHEV and the university
are responding to the financial
markets when dealing with the
Equipment Trust Fund and bonds,
Knight said.
For this reason, departments
cannot decide to go out and buy new
computers when the older ones
become outdated. "The bondholders
must be protected," Knight said.
Another issue that arises is that
the new bond agreement requires the
equipment remain in an academic
setting. Knight said.
Knight believes some of the
equipment in the Duke lab bought in
1990 has been refinanced and falls
under refinancing covenants.
see FUND page 11
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JAMES MORKIS/siaff photographer
Howard Lyman, a farmer-tumed-vegan, talk* about Ms views on
animal cruelty to a group of JMU animal rights activists.

Vegetarian activist urges
students to 'walk the talk'
by Brad Jenkins
staff writer

KM Poisoning/Possible Controlled
istance
ce down at
■ne Drive with possible marijuana and pipe at

evali

awakened and transported to jail where
jxamined by a nurse and then transported to
i Memorial Hospital emergency room for
eatment.

Unruly Person/Possible Overdose of
Controlled Substance
• An unruly non-student was placed in restraint for his own
well-being during a possWe bad acid trip in Eagle Hall at 1:13
am Nov. 11
The individual was transported to RMH and admitted for
overnight observation and treatment.

Car Fire
• A car caught on fire due to a possible fuel leak in M-lot at
9:07 a.m. Nov. 10.
Staff members fought the fire with fire extinguishers until
fire fighters arrived. No other vehicles were reportedly
damaged.

Suspicious Activity
• Two white males in a gray full-size Chevrolet K-5 Blazer
were observed by other students as possibly casing parked
vehicles In X-tot at 4:35 am. Nov. 13.
The individuals reportedly were gone on arrival of police
officers. The information was passed to the Rockingham
County Sheriff's Department and Harrisonburg Police
Department.

geaiy did extensive and
> a non-student visitors-Sport-utility
m. Nov. 10 and 1 am. Nov. 11.
lortedly punctured the vehicle's soft top,
removed it
knobs and handles, and poured two
quarts of motor oil on the vehicle's interior surfaces.

Petty Larceny
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a "Hureger's Don
Quixote" videotape from room M202 in Duke Hal Nov. 2.
The tape's number Is 1098 and the bar code Is
1000325540. The tape belongs to media resources and is
valued at $69.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a megaphone
belonging to University of Connecticut cheerleaders in
Bridgetorth Stadium at 4:30 p.m. Nov. 11.
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole four hubcaps from
a student's 1993 Saturn parked in F-tot at 12:10 p.m. Nov. 13.

Missing Flag
• A flag in the Arboretum was reported missing, possibly
due to hlgl\ winds from a storm, between 5 p.m. Nov. 11 and
3p.m.Nov
The flag is valued at $100.

DUI/Assuming the Name of Another
• Student Jeffrey S. Cline, 18, of Ellicott City, Ga, was
arrested and charged with driving under the Influence of
alcohol and assuming the name of another at 125 am. Nov.
11.

Trash Can Fire
• Unidentified individuals allegedly set fire to a trash can in
a men's restroom in Warren Hal at 11:08 p.m. Nov. 10.
Three students reportedly extinguished the fire. The
Harrisonburg Fire Department responded to the incident.

Fire Alarm
Marijuana Possession
• Student Christopher G. Read, 18, of Norfolk, was arrested
and charged with possession of marijuana Nov. 10.
The arrest stemmed from an incident in Hoffman Hall Nov.
9.

• A mechanical failure activated the fire alarm in Zane
Showker HaH at 7:08 p.m. Nov. 11.
The alarm may have been due to a power interruption or
fluctuation.
Number of drunk in public charges since Aug. 29:43

Destruction of Private Property
• Unidentified individuals allegedly flattened two tires on one
par, and,bent the, wipers, on another. <}a/ oafk.ed.in ,G-toJ

Number of parking tickets issued between Nov. 7 and Nov.
13:646.

In a motivational speech,
Howard Lyman, director of the
"Eating
with
Conscience
Campaign" of the U.S. Humane
Society, urged members of the
JMU -Animal Rights Coalition to
"walk the talk" of vegetarianism
by leading the movement through
their example, rather than by loud
protests.
"Do you really think there's
anyone out there that will hear
you?" Lyman asked the group of
nearly 40 students. "If they are
going to hear you, it's going to be
through what you do, not what you
say," he said.
Lyman, a farmer-turned-vegan,
told the group about his
experiences with animal cruelty
while being a farmer. Lyman is a
fourth-generation farmer and lived
on his parents' dairy farm in
Montana as a child. "[A farmer is]
all I ever wanted to be," he said.
A vegan is a person who doesn't
eat any animal products, including
cheese and eggs as well as meat.
Lyman attended Montana State
University in Bozeman, Mont.,
where he studied agri-business and
I later managed a 7,000-cattle farm.
| "I thought I was the Donald Trump
of farming," he said.
Lyman's conversion to the
vegan lifestyle stems out of a
commitment he made while in the
hospital awaiting surgery on his
spine to remove a tumor. While
there, he decided to make some
health changes in his life, which
resulted in him becoming a
vegetarian and then a vegan.
"Neighbors laughed at me and
said, 'They removed Lyman's
tumor and his brain,'" he said about
<he reaction to his decision. • <

His dietary change soon became
an all-out crusade against eating
animal products. In 1983, Lyman
sold his farm, and in 1987, he went
to Capitol Hill to Tight for change.
He soon learned "we can't win [in
Congress]." He decided to begin
speaking to groups about being a
vegan and the animal rights
movement.
"Presidential candidates won't
talk about the most important tiling
out there — clean air and the
environment," he said about the
1996 presidential candidates.
Because of this, he said people
must speak out on the issue and
lead by example.
During his lecture, Lyman
pointed out several instances of
cruelty to animals, including the
injection of a growth hormone in
cows. The hormone causes the
cows to produce more milk, he
said. The hormone's possible side
effects can cause fingers and chins
to grow larger than normal in an
experiment done on rats. "Are we
trying to produce more Jay Lenos?"
Lyman joked.
The hormone, he said, is also
detrimental to cows. In a study of
cows cited by Lyman, 14 percent of
a farmer's cows died, 16 percent
fell over in exhaustion and the
remainder couldn't reproduce.
Lyman also recalled his personal
experiences of raising cows on his
farm. To prepare the cows to be
killed, they would be injected with
20 vaccinations, covered with
insecticide, castrated and their
horns would be removed.
When they were about to be
killed, "you could see the fear in
their eyes. They knew something
was going on. They knew they
were going to die," Lyman said.
see VEGETARIAN page 9<
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The Offices of Admissions, financial
Aid and Scholarships wUl be moving
to Sonner Hall Friday, Nov. 17th and
the week of Nov. 20-24th. Our offices
will be closed that week and will reopen Nov. 27th in Sonner Hall.
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thursday 8 p.m.
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Fin an rial Aid;

^Sr^Bkancial Aid walk-ins will be seen in
the Office of Student Accounts in Wilson Hall.
SGA Emergency and Don Gardner loans will not
be available during this move. If you need to
contact the Office of Financial Aid during this
time please call X-7820.

Admissions;

annual hunger 8c homelessnoss
week. - novemfcxar 13-17. 1995

er

admission:

$

at the door

__

Please direct our campus visitors to bonner iiaii
after your Thanksgiving break. Please contact the
Office of Admissions at X-6147.

PROCEEDS TO BENEFIT MERCY HOUSE. SALVATION ARMY. PATCHWORK PANTRY 8. BLUE RIDGE FOOD BANK
sponsored by UPB, 3CP& WXJM

Thank you for your patience during
this move.

£* 1:1^

a 3-credit production
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DINING DIGKT
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 19 - SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 25

Monday 11/20

Sunday 11/19

Tuesday 11/21

Oatmeal, Scrambled Eggs
Sausage Patty
French Toast,
Minestone Soup
Roast Beef
Oven Browned Potatoes
Broccoli, Scalloped Apples
Danish. Bagels

Vegetarian Chili
Beef & Bean Burrito
Chicken Biscuit Casserole
Italian Green Beans
California Medley
Enchilada Sauce

Garden Vegetable Soup
French Dip Sandwich
Turkey Vegetable Pasta
Seasoned Pouoto Wedges
Peas
Cauliflower

Red Beans & Rice

Vegetarian Burrito

Pinto Enchiladas

Country Style Steak
Country Cream Gravy
Vegetarian Lasagna
Mashed Potatoes
Cauliflower
Peas A Mushrooms

Spanish Chicken
Popcorn Shrimp

Turkey Cutlet
Copenhagen Sauce
Beef Sirloin Tips
Egg Noodles
Carrots
Lima Beans

Chickettes

Savory Rice & Spinach Bake

Let's Talk
Smoked Turkey,
Crisp Bacon,
Cranberry Sauce,
and your choice
of fixins!

MM

Broccoli
Creamed Corn

Baked Four Bean Casserole

[$5.41 PERHOUI?r
JThe new rate (or entry level associates n
JMU Dtmg Services operators
Isn't it tme you stopped by to see us?

, GIBBONS HALL
Student Employment Office, entrance 2
J New rate takes effect January I. 1996

DO IT NOW!

WHAT'S
TO EAT?
VAX IT!
JMUlNfOi

MINUS

THANKSGIVING BREAK SCHEDULE
All dining operations will run on
regular schedules through Monday, Nov. 20
Tuesday, November 21
Gibbons Hall: 7 a.m. - 2 p.m. 4 - 6:30 p.m.
Let's Go!: 7:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
The University Club: 11 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
Mrs. Greens: 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Door 4 Subs: 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
PC Dukes; Closed
Lakeside Express: Closed
The Steakhouse: Closed'
Wednesday. Nov. 22-Saturday, Nov. 25
All dining operations closed - HAPPY TURKEY DAY!
Sunday. Nov 2fi
Dining operations reopen with regular hours
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Alcohol use, abuse above average at JMU
Study shows Madison students smoke more marijuana and drink more than national norm
by Karen Bit/
senior writer
From JM's Bar and Grill to Greek
Row to the Village residence halls,
JMU students are using and abusing
alcohol and marijuana more than
their peers nationwide.
In spring 1995, Jeanne MartinoMcAllister, director of JMU's
substance abuse research center, and
Tom Syrc, assistant professor of
health sciences, conducted a study of
student alcohol and drug use among
JMU students.
According to the results of the
study, 55 percent of students who
drink tend to binge drink, meaning
they consume five or more drinks at
one sitting; 80 percent have drunk
alcoholic beverages in the past 30
days; 79 percent of underage students
drink; 38 percent of students use
have used marijuana; and 23 percent
are current marijuana users.
In their study, MartinoMcAllister and Syre used the
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale "Core Alcohol and Drug
Survey," which has been used at 87
colleges and universities to survey
more than 38,000 people since 1992.
The results of the 617 surveys
completed will allow the center to
examine behaviors associated with
alcohol and drug use among JMU
students, according to MartinoMcAllister.
"As director of the center, one of
our projects was to assess the campus
altitudes,
behaviors
and
consequences of student alcohol and
drug use," she said. "One of our
missions is to do a study to get the
current levels."

Director of Counseling at the
Student Development Center, Linda
Locher said the research will show
the differences between illusion and
reality in student perceptions of
alcohol.
Locher is on the task force, which
the center formed to combat alcohol
use and abuse on campus.
The research team chose the SIUC
survey because it provides a national
database of alcohol and drug use
statistics, according to MartinoMcAllister.
JMU's estimated 55 percent
binge-drinking
statistic
is
considerably higher than the national
average of 39 percent reported in the
survey's national database. The
percentage of marijuana use at JMU
is also higher than the national
average.
Substance Abuse Counselor
Randy Haveson said he was
surprised by these results. "I didn't
think JMU was going to be as high
compared to other schools in abusive
drinking and definitely marijuana
use," he said.
The high use of marijuana may be
the result of JMU's proximity to
Interstate 81, a major drug route
between Florida and New York.
"[The transporters] are finding a
market here," Haveson said.
The survey also evaluated social
consequences of drinking.
Survey respondents indicated they
had experienced negative social
consequences from their drinking
such as getting in trouble with the
police, driving a car while under the
influence and damaging property.
"What we are seeing is people are
drinking to help themselves and end

80 percent of all students at JMU dunk alcoholic beverages (used alcohol
in the past 30 daysl
79 peicenl of underage (under 21 years old) students drink
55 i

,i • •

• who drink, binge dhnk (having 5 or more drinks in

."■

.I*

,36 percent of all JMU students use marijuana (at least once in the past
Jf?3 percent of students are current mari|uana users (have used in last 30
.si

20 percent of students have used some kind of illegal drug other than
i!|uana (at least once the past year)
t of studi nts are current users of other illegal drugs including
/
icmogen:
id amphetamines (3%) (have used other illegal drug
ist30days)

Source. Jeanne Martmo McAllister, Director ot SARC,
and Thomas R. Syre, Assistant Professor of Health Science

—

LISA DELANEYAtMior artist
up doing the opposite," said Locher.
Martino-McAIIister said, "We
need to have more education on what
is moderate drinking so students can
recognize there is a point they should
stop drinking and realize the social
and legal consequences of their
drinking."
She added that she is also
concerned about the personal
implications resulting from alcohol
and drug use. "Thirty-two percent of
those surveyed reported suffering
consequences such as injuries, sexual
assault, missed classes and the less
serious nausea and vomiting."
Syre said the students had a lot of

consequences, and now the center is
looking at ways to remedy this
problem. "We know what the
problems are, and now the question
is, how do we start to solve them?"
he said.
The survey was administered so
the center could use the results to
provide a framework for campus
entities to examine components of
student alcohol and drug use. The
results will serve as a sounding board
and reference document in
considering the needs of students for
reducing these problems on campus.
The center is now looking at ways
to solve the alcohol and drug

problem on campus. According to
Haveson, students think they have a
lot of information about alcohol and
abuse, but their habits show whatever
information they have is not working.
"We want to find approaches that tell
students they don't have all the
answers to what's best for them," he
said.
"I'm hoping this study is going to
open a lot of people's eyes so they
will start doing something about
abuse on campus," Haveson said.
Martino-McAIIister
said,
"Students, faculty and staff need to
see ALCOHOL page 11

Auction to benefit
athletic programs
by Chuck Schrocder
staff writer

•*»

. _

Ambush!

ROGER WOLLENBERG/p/ioto «rtwr

Student Government Association President Danielle Bridgeforth wings a snowball at junior Sarah
Weglian Tuesday morning outside ROOD Hall. An unusually early winter storm covered JMU's campus
and the Shenandoah Valley with a blanket of frozen white predlprtatibh Monday hfght and Tuesday

The Convocation Center will be dressed up for a black-tie auction
to raise money for sports teams Nov. 18.
About 200 items, including a Chevrolet Blazer, a baby grand piano
and a five-day vacation in Hawaii, will be auctioned off to benefit
JMU sports programs. Groups of volunteers solicited the items from
local businesses and individuals.
In total, an estimated $100,000 in donated merchandise will be
available for sale, although many items, such as Duke Dog for a day
and signed baseballs, do not have a retail value.
Michael Minnis, executive director of the Duke Club, helped set up
the extravaganza, which he expects will raise more than $50,000
primarily for scholarships and funding for all JMU sports.
The Duke Club is the athletic funding arm of the JMU Foundation,
which will manage the money raised.
Tickets to the "first-rate" event are $100 for an individual and $150
for a couple. More than 200 people are already committed to
participate in the auction, and Minnis expects at least 50 more to join
the party.
Valet parking and a five-course dinner will be offered at the sale
titled "Bidding for Champions, A Grand Affair," Minnis said. The
Convocation Center will look less like a basketball court once the
decorations committee covers the floor and hangs drapes for
atmosphere.
The success many other schools were having in holding this type
of auction convinced Minnis "it was something we could do here."
After talking with Athletic Director Donald Lemish and the Academic
Advisory Council, JMU decided to hold such an event for the first
time.
Lemish said University of Virginia and University of North
Carolina-Charlotte hold similar fund raisers. Lemish and Minnis used
those schools in developing the auction here.
The additional funding for JMU sports programs is much needed
because "we can never have enough" private support, Lemish said.
He plans to hold the event every other year.
see AUCTION page 9
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Ashby Crossing

Office M-F 9-5
EHO

£"D@B£NT OF
T^E MONTH

VOLLEYBALL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
November 17,18 & 19

DON'T MISS
JMU vs. W&M

flSHBf
OKenny McCabe
First Year Graduate Student
Public Administration

Fri., Nov. 17 at 7:00pm!!

fm Awmm TO «I
Matches played at Godwin Hall.

Kenny serves the JMU and Harrisonburg communities as a
graduate assistant in the Madison Leadership Center, working
directly with Greek Life, UPB, CSL, and LEAD. Hoping to
enter the state government and seek public office, Kenny
takes his responsibilities seriously, but also makes time for
work and social activities. Kenny chose to live at Ashby
Crossing because the friendly staff helped him find an
apartment and roomates over the telephone and by mail.
Ashby Crossing is pleased to present Kenny with a $30.00
gift certificate to the JMU Bookstore.

What is Bluestone Shoot Yourself ?
Any photo you and your friends or any
group, wants to pose for with a clever,
funny or uniques idea behind it.

SUBMIT THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
WITH YOUR PHOTO:
Name
JMU P.O. Box
Phone #
The name of every participant
in photograph

SEND TO: The Bluestone
Shoot Yourself!
J.M.U. P.O. Box 3522
DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 3C

Jf

!sas

IN BRIEF
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What We're Reading On College Campuses
1. The Stone Diaries

by Carol Shields

2. Insomnia

by Stephen King
■ by Ellen DeGeneres

3. My Point... and I Do Have One
4. The Calvin and Hobbes Tenth Anniversary Book
5. Chicken Soup for the Soul

3

by Bill Watterson

compiled by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor Hansen

rican Journey -- -■- --^—^ by Colin L. Powell with Josepb^E. Persico
7. The Alienist, ——■-—= by Caleb Carr
8. Debt of Honor

---—-=» by Tom Clancy
- — ■ — -=• by Patricia Cornwell

9. The Body Farm
10. Memnoch the Devil

==—=-=—=-= by Anne Rice

source: Chronicle of Higher Education Oct 27 issue
EDDIE ANKERS/«a#«rti«

Discussion to follow 7 p.m.
showing of 'Kids' today
Following today's 7 p.m. showing of "Kids," a
discussion of the issues raised in the film will
take place. CDs, posters and postcards will be
given away randomly. The show is playing today
through Nov. 18, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m., $2.

Theatre II hosts 'Emergence/
JMU students' original works
JMU Experimental Theatre is performing
"Emergence," a collection of original works created by JMU students. It plays Nov. 16-18, 8
p.m., Nov. 17 at 8 p.m. and midnight, and Nov.
19 at 3 p.m. Theatre II is next to Kinko's Copies
on South Main Street. Cost is $3 at the door.

Walk or run in Turkey Trot,
benefit for Cystic Fibrosis
All are invited to run or walk Nov. 18 to benefit
Cystic Fibrosis in the Turkey Trot, a 5K Fun
Run/Walk sponsored by Alpha Kappa Lambda
fraternity and Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.
Registration is 9:30-10:45 a.m. at the ISAT
parking lot. The race begins 11 a.m. and goes
around the Village and the Arboretum. The cost
is $10, which goes directly to Cystic Fibrosis. To
sign up, call Rachel at X5098.

Project I.D. will help police
find missing kids in the future
Project I.D. is a free service that will be offered
to children 2-12 years old Nov. 17 and 18.
Children will be photographed and fingerprinted in order to provide a source of identification
on record with the police in the instances of
future missing/abducted children.
The event, co-sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha
fraternity and state police, will take place in the
Leggett court of Valley Mall, Nov. 17, 3-9 p.m.
and Nov. 18, 10 a.m.-9 p.m.

JMU festival "feSKAval" will
benefit local agencies
'Three Credit Productions," WXJM-FM Radio
and UPB are sponsoring a music festival that will
benefit Mercy House, Salvation Army, Blue
Ridge Food Bank and Patchwork Pantry.
"FeSKAval" will lake place in the Phillips
Center Ballroom today. Doors open 7 p.m. and
music begins 8 p.m. Featured bands will be
Mephiskapheles, Let's Go Bowling and Ruder
Than You. Admission is $3 or three cans of nonperishable food.

WEEKLY EVENTS

Japan takes drastic security
measures for Clinton's visit
TOKYO — Like most carpenters, Noboru
Sasamori occasionally uses a nail gun. But, while
President Clinton is in Japan, that power tool will
be locked up, and if Sasamori drives any spikes,
he'll use an old-fashioned hammer.
The Japanese police sent letters to all 40,000 of
the country's registered owners of nail guns
asking them to "try their best" to keep the tools at
home during this week's big economic summit in
Osaka and also Clinton's state visit to Tokyo.
The police department's direct-mail campaign
is part of a $40 million security blitz that has a
genteel flavor and tireless fervor that only the
Japanese could have dreamed up. Police
personally visited the homes of 1,500 motorcycle
gang members and asked them to behave
themselves this week. They rousted noodle
vendors and searched the sewers.
The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation
meetings will be held in Osaka Castle. Police
painstakingly rappelled down the great stone
walls of the castle, checking for terrorist bombs
hidden in the tiniest crevices. In all, 25,000 police
will be on duty during the APEC summit. That is
10 percent of the nation's police force, and 2.5
officers to guard each of the 10,000 guests.

Thursday
• Baptist Student Union prayer session, BSU House, 12:15 p.m and 4 p.m.
• Brown Bag Lunch Series: "Changing Attitudes Toward Cancer: 'Healthy Living'
Can Decrease Risk," Logan Hall Women's Resource Center, 12:15-1:30 p.m.
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 5-6:30 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, BSU House, 5:30 p.m.
• Muslim Coalition meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 311, 5:30-7 p.m.
• Fellowship dinner at the Wesley Foundation, JMU Methodists, 6 p.m. and the
New Life Singers Rehearsal, Wesley Foundation, 6:45-7:45 p.m. Call 434-3490.
• "Kids," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.
There is a discussion after the 7 p.m. film.
• International Affairs Association meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 302,7 p.m.
• Campus Crusade for Christ, "Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101, 8 p.m.
• JMU Chorus, Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., free.
• "Bone Daddy" band, Sigma Chi fraternity house, 725 S. Main St., 9 p.m., $3.

Friday
• Nursing home visit sponsored by Baptist Student Union, BSU House, 4 p.m.
• Baptist Student Union Bible study, BSU House, 7 p.m.
• Coffeehouse sponsored by the Presbyterian Campus Ministry, Taylor Down
Under, 8-11 p.m.
• "Kids," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.

Saturday
"Kids," sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m., $2.

Sunday
• Madison Singers, Emmanuel Episcopal Church, 3 p.m., free.
• Presbyterian Campus Ministry sponsors "Sunday Celebration" worship service,
PCM Center, 5-6:30 p.m.
• Shenandoah Valley Mandolin Orchestra (ShendoMandos) concert, "The
Meeting Place" on Rt. 42 South, sponsored by the Shenandoah Valley Folk Arts
Revival Society, 7 p.m., $6 admission. Call 828-3011 or 885-4643 for info.
• "Faraway, So Close." sponsored by UPB, Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 7:30 p.m.,
free.
• CorfceftlJahayS/ympVQ^^^

Some GOP members criticize
campaign's emphasis on Allen
RICHMOND — A week after Virginia
Republicans fell short in their effort to take over
the state legislature, many GOP moderates and
even some conservatives are criticizing Gov.
George Allen (R) for turning last week's
elections into a referendum on himself.
By allowing the GOP governor to set the usversus-them tone of the fall campaign, many
Republicans now say, the party succeeded only in
galvanizing Democratic voters and turning off
moderate Republicans, particularly those in
Northern Virginia, where-Allen's conservative
message didn't play well. Instead of imposing a
statewide theme from the governor's mansion,
critics say, Republicans should have focused on
conducting local campaigns.
"It just seemed that we should have run the
campaign on what's good for Northern Virginia,
not what's good for George Allen," said Michael
Thompson, a prominent Fairfax Republican
activist. "You had the Allenization of the
campaign, and people didn't care about it so
much up here."
State GOP Chairman Patrick McSweeny said,
"We have never in this century ... had a situation
in a midterm election in Virginia where an appeal
from an incumbent chief executive brought
anybody in."
The campaign motivated Democratic voters
who dislike the governor, McSweeny said. "You
get their dander up and challenge their manhood
or womanhood or whatever. That's not in my
opinion what we should have done."
The intraparty criticism — born out of
disappointment at what many consider a lost
opportunity to make Virginia the first southern
state in more than a century with Republican-led
legislature — is coming from many quarters,
including GOP legislators, a prominent member
of Congress and rank-and-file activists.
Although most Republicans note that Allen
remains popular and they say they do not intend
criticism personally, it is clear that he now has to
worry about building support with his own party
even as he reaches out to Democrats.
>
— L.A. Times/Washington Post news service
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Every Guitar
Amp on Sale!

Sl-ienancioctl-i Vctlh y Cat Fanci( is

Now at Ace, every guitar
amp in stock is on sale!
Save 25 to 50% including
a special factory authorized
sale on the Amp of the
year: The Crate Vintage
Club tube amp series.
Guitar Effects on
Sale Also!

ISIov. 18th & 1 <?tl>
<? a.m. to 5 p.m.
Rotkingham County F iix< n unds
COME SEE MORE THAN 20 BREEDS OF
CATS. KITTENS & HOUSEHOLD PETS OF
ALL SIZES AND COLORS

434-4722 • 2990 S Main
Mon.Fri. Hours: 9-6
Sat 9-5

Save 50C On Admission With ' his Ad

DEADLINE
TODAY! 5 p.m.

THE COLLEGE EVENT
OF THE YEAR
Thurs.,Nov. 16"TWO THUMBS UP."
Sat., Nov. 18

Showing

SISKELiEBERT

Grafton Stovall Theatre
$2 admission to all shows

"A MASTERPIECE

.

The kind of film that pulls me ground out from under you.
Amy Taubin, VILLAGE VOICE

"AWAKE-UP CALLTO THEWORLD."

Panel
Discussion
of issues raised in the
film involving students,

The Breeze
Basketball Supplement
is coming. —

November 20
For more
information on
advertising in
The Breeze, please
call 568-6127.

professors and
community leaders

Tonight Only
after 7 p.m. showing
CDs & Posters to be given
out on Friday & Saturday
THI

KIDS
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WITHOUT*
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Join The Crew
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CHECK OUT THE KIDS ON CAMPUS WEB SITE AT
n»fp://www.$onlcnet.com/lcld$
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Vegetarian.
continued from page 3

Senior speech communication major Linda
Vanderveer co-directs the Animal Rights
Coalition.
"I was just exhilarated by his speech," she
said. "He had an excellent message, which was
not to scream vegetarianism, but to be a
leader."
Emily O'Danicll. senior social work major
and co-director of the Animal Rights Coalition,
echoed Vanderveer's impressions of Lyman's
lecture.
"I liked what he said about eat[ing]
vegetarian but don't scream at pe'ople," she
said.
O'Danicll also was impressed by his
thoughts on the chemicals injected into animals.
"The most important message was to look at
what we're putting into animals and what is
then being put into us."

Auction
continued from page 5

Men's soccer coach Tom Martin supports
the idea. "Anything that that can privately raise
funds for athletic programs is great."
Lemish said in the past, the art department
has held annual auctions to support art
scholarships.
The auction will cost JMU nothing but did
involve an "enormous number of volunteers,"
he said.
During the event, silent bids will be held on
the less valuable 160 items from 5:30 p.m. to
7:30 p.m. A live auctioneer will round out the
evening by selling the remaining 40 big-ticket
items.
According to auction literature, Joe and
Sallie Funkhouser serve as general chairmen of
the event.
The couple appointed committees that were
devoted to bringing the event to realization
through rigorous volunteer work.
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Government shutdown affects many in D.C.
L.A. Times/Washington Post
news service
WASHINGTON — They read the official
bad news in a blizzard of computer messages
that hit around 9:30 a.m. Tuesday. By noon
they were gone: 150,000 government workers
streaming out of office buildings and
laboratories across the area on the day the
federal factories closed in this company town.
Some effects of the first government
shutdown in five years could be measured
immediately: The government lost money as it
paid to turn off the lights and close parks.
Security guards and computer babysitters were
the only people left in once-teeming federal
complexes. Downtown hotels and lunch
counters around federal installations lost
business. More than 4,000 ticket holders to the
biggest show of Johannes Vermeer's painting in
three centuries got locked out of the National
Gallery of Art.
The budget impasse is affecting an
additional 650,000 federal workers across the
country in places as varied as the Lyndon
Baines Johnson Library in Texas and the Statue
of Liberty in New York. The computer system
at the Library of Congress, which has 1 million
transactions a day, went off line as soon as
official word of the shutdown arrived. Each day
the government is shut down, about 22,000
people will be unable to get passports and
28,000 won't be able to apply for Social
Security benefits.
Companies that do business with the
government will face payment delays. Several
federal agencies faxed "stop work" orders to
contractors here and across the country,
bringing many programs to a halt and phasing
others down to minimum levels.
"I think it's just a waste; it's just a waste,"
Pat Dever, an information management
specialist at the Department of Education, said
of the nation's penchant for government
shutdowns. "It's a game we've played before.

It's an American folkway."
In downtown Washington, the furloughed
masses began filling Metro's Smithsonian
station, looking for a ride home, just minutes
after the end of the morning rush hour that had
brought them to work.
A woman heading from her office to the
train platform repeatedly muttered under her
breath, 'This is stupid; this is stupid."
Besides the 150,000 "nonessential" federal
employees who were sent home, uncertain
whether they would be paid on time, if at all,
many thousands of contract employees
dependent on federal dollars were dismissed
temporarily from NASA's Goddard Space
Flight Center in Greenbelt and from other
government facilities.
Being labled nonessential might have
pricked a fragile ego or two, but Coriolana
Simon would have none of it, as she left her
desk at the Environmental Protection Agency.
"It's like a blood type," she said of
nonessential status. "Doesn't make any
difference."
Simon blamed the shutdown on "a bunch of
male egos. Pretty much on both sides."
Attorneys for the 700,000-member
American Federation of Government
Employees filed a lawsuit late yesterday, asking
a federal judge to stop more than a dozen
agencies from making employees who are
considered essential work without pay. U.S.
District Judge Emmet G. Sullivan scheduled a
hearing for tomorrow.
In Maryland, Gov. Parris N. Glendening
(D) said the state will spend $1.4 million a day
during the shutdown to pay the salaries of 9,680
state government workers who are paid with
federal funds, including those who work in the
state's unemployment insurance office, which
is gearing up to receive applications from
federal workers.
He said congressional leaders have
indicated the state will be reimbursed.
A spokesman for Virginia Gov. George

Allen (R) said state employees paid with
federal funds will continue to work and be paid,
out of state funds if necessary.
On the walls of the emptying federal offices
were peppy slogans for the Combined Federal
Campaign, raising funds for charities.
November is a crucial fund-raising month.
Some workers said that if the shutdown lasts
too long, they would have trouble making ends
meet and giving to others, a fear echoed by
officials of one charity yesterday.
Shutting down the government "would have
a devastating impact. What does this do to the
psychology of giving when people are facing
days unpaid?" said Jim Graham, executive
director of the Whitman-Walker Clinic, the
largest provider of AIDS services in the
Washington area.
The many people who work with
government agencies were out of luck
yesterday.
Henry Goldberg, a lawyer who practices
before the Federal Communications
Commission, dialed an FCC staff member
yesterday morning, thinking that he'd beaten
the closure deadline by a few minutes. Instead,
Goldberg recalled, he was greeted by a voicemail message that said, "We are closing down.
Don't even leave a message."
Hallways and offices were unusually quiet
at the Quantico Marine Corp Base in Prince
William County, where more than threequarters of the bases's 2,800 civilian employees
were sent home.
"It stinks," sighed Demetria Thomas as she
was handed an official notice that she and her
three co-workers who run Quantico's Career
Resource Center were on leave.
"We have people in this office with kids in
college and spouses who are ill and mortgages
to pay," said Thomas, 50, who was considering
a stop at the local unemployment office before
heading home.
'This is going to hit some of us really hard
in the pocketbook," she said.

Unwrap Low
Holiday Rates
5-DAY HOLIDAY SPECIAL

$1099

19

Apples to a compact car rented for a focr-day
total of $99.95 with unkrmed mrla Larger can
at similar savins Taxes and optional damage
waiver at $11.99 per day are extra. Avadab*ty
is limed and restrictions apply, so al for details.

Giving you a terrific package is
what Enterprise does best especially on holidays. Our
wrapped car means you get
low rates, and even a free
ride to the rental office. So
wherever your holiday plans
take you call Enterprise. And
rent the car that'll get you there.

(Enterprise

rent-a-car

Pick Hnierprise. WII Pick *u Up"

CALL 433-7455

FOR RESERVATIONS OR INFORMATION IN HARRISONBURG
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MINORITY
CAREER
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PARTIAL
EMPLOYER LIST
Board of Governors of the

free transportation
for all minority Juniors and Seniors!

Friday,
February 2
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JW Marriott, Washington, DC

Federal Reserve
Compaq Computer Corporation
Federal Reserve Bank of NY
Florida Power & Light Company
General Electric
Hewitt Associates
Manor Care, Inc.
The May Department Stores
Prudential Insurance
Prudential Securities
Signet Banking Corporation
SEO
U.S. Healthcare
U.S. Marine Corps.
U.S. Navy
U.S. Secret Service

TO REGISTER, turn in your resume with
three industry preferences on the back to:

The Office of Career Services
206 Sonner Hall
REGISTRATION DEADLINE: December I

The Tanncrvhas moved !• Ik Town ('oiler
behind Hie Valley Mall, ne\l lo House of Oak
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Crimson & Brown Associates (617) 868-0181

PLUS MANY MORE!

PLEASE

Rt. 2, Box 434, Mt. Crawford, VA 22841
(540) 434-4260

November
24th

RECYCLE
/

THERE** A
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m WARREN HAII?!?
WrlAl's

' . ii cAlltd?!? /

OPEN
HOUSE

,

THUR& FRI: NOV I6&17

/

December
3rd

10 -3 p.m.

Room 300 WARREN HALL
(Across from Info. Desk)
STOP BY rOSEI
WHA1 IT'S ALL
.' ABOUT...
•

ENTEROUR
WHAT'S II
( Mill)
CONTEST?"

NAME THE COPY
CENTER & WIN!
ENTER BY DEC. I

COPY CENTER
OPEN M-TH 9- 9
IK:

9 -6

S&S

12-6

*See the store for more details.
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Whitman also stressed the
difference between a university lab,
such as the Anthony-Seeger
computer lab, and departmental labs,
such as the Duke Hall lab.
"The Anthony-Seeger lab is a
university lab. If it's a universitybased lab, then it's administered by
Dennis Robison [dean of integrated
learning resources]," he said.
"In a departmentally based lab
like the one in Duke, it is controlled
by the department. There's different
revenues that go to each," Whitman
said.
Whitman said he is aware of
students' complaints about the lab.
but said the source of the problem is
not the computers, but the random
access memory each has.
"The problem with the equipment
is that it has eight megabytes of
RAM and what the department has
done is begin to purchase software
that requires more that eight
megabytes of RAM," he said.
As a result, students must utilize a
disk-sharing capability where the
hard disk acts as RAM, which means
that rendering takes longer than it
would with machines with more
RAM.
"It is a problem that we have eight
megabytes of RAM. We're working
to solve this problem, but we have to
know about it to solve it," Whitman
said.
"There's nothing wrong with these
computers. They function perfectly.
We have spent $15,000 in
replacement and repairs [on Duke lab
computers] in the last year,"
Whitman said.
Although some students who use

the Duke lab voiced complaints about
their $40 fee going towards repairs
instead of supplies, Whitman said, "I
know of no lab fee that went to
repairs."
According to the Oct. 30 issue of
The Breeze, some of the money
raised through lab fees is spent on
computer maintenance and buying
equipment such as ink for the color
printer.
Knight explained that each
department puts in requests for
educational equipment early in the
academic year, which are later sent to
SCHEV.
SCHEV then approves the items
that can be purchased, he said.
Once the list comes back
approved, the university goes through
the procurement process to obtain
equipment, he said.
Whitman said he was unaware of
the problems in the Duke Hall lab.
"Last year, when we did the
equipment requisitions, there were no
requests for more RAM from the
department, and you can't read
minds," he said.
Some art students complain that
by neglecting the lab, the university
is sending a negative message to the
fine arts program.
However, Whitman counters the
accusation by asking, "Is it a negative
message when the commonwealth of
Virginia focuses on the fine arts and
says 'Here's $1.2 million in
equipment?'
"[The computer dilemma is] not
quite the problem it's been described
as. We feel very fortunate that we've
had this Equipment Trust Fund," he
said.
Whitman said a visitation team

from the Foundation for Interior
Design Education recently toured the
Duke Lab, and "the three accreditors
came [to Whitman's office] and told
me this is one of the finest design
labs we've seen in the country."
The JMU interior design program
received FIDER accreditation
summer 1995.
Foreign Languages and Literature
department head Alexander deJonge
said the funding for his department
and lab has been plentiful.
"Funding has been incredibly
generous. We've been given a great
deal of money to put the lab in place,
and more importantly, we've been
.given a very generous budget to keep
the lab running. . . The support has
been really amazing," deJonge said.
Foreign language students da not
pay a fee to use the lab.
Music
department
head
Mellasenah Morris said the music
department does not yet have a
traditional computer lab, but the
music library has computers that
students can use without paying a lab
fee.
Morris said most of the equipment
was purchased through the fund, and
she said she is appreciative of the
fund.
"Most of this building has been
equipped with that fund. We
certainly have needs for more,
though," she said.
"It would benefit us to have more
equipment to expand teaching
methods," Morris said.
Whitman said the university
lobbies for more funding every
opportunity possible, and considers
the Equipment Trust Fund a
"wonderful boon."

continued from page 5

recognize what their part is in
creating an education program that is
going to include all parts of campus."
When asked if the problem with
use on campuses is related to an "not
going to happen to me" mentality by
students when they consider the
consequences of alcohol and drug
use, Syre disagreed.
"Drinking is considered a central
part of social activities on our
campus," he said. "When people say
'What are you going to do for social
life,' the first thing they think is, 'I'm
going to drink a beer."
According to the survey, students
believe most groups have drinking as
a central part of their social life at
JMU.
Locher cited two main reasons for
the high level of abusive drinking on
college campuses. First of all, "It is a
normalized behavior coming from
independence and rebelliousness,"
she said.
"People are away from home for
the first time, and they experiment in
many ways, including life-style
choice.
Also, alcohol is almost a cult
social norm in college, and society
sends a message that it is all right,"
Locher said.
Director of the University Health
Center Nancy Grembi said she feels a
change in culture must be made to
end alcohol use.
"Just like people are sending out
the message, that it's not okay to say
sexist jokes, we need to let students
know it's not okay to be overly
drunk," she said."
According to Syre, campus needs
to revamp its social life to provide

more fun, non-alcoholic activities.
"We need to get social activities
where students can come without
drinking," Syre said. "The social life
without drinking on campus is not
exciting — we need to encourage
students to have fun without
alcohol."
Research indicates that half of
these students will continue to drink
at a high risk after the college level,
according Grembi.
"I think there is definitely some
lost potential because of collegiate
drinking," she said.
Martino-McAllister said the
purpose of the center is not to stop all
drinking but to encourage moderate
drinking among students who are
legally old enough to do so.
"Drinking has some social
influences in everyday life, she said.
"Excessive drinking we see on
college campuses is the differences
where students drink just to get
drunk."
Some additional problems
associated with alcohol abuse that the
respondents reported are:
• 62 percent of students have
become physically ill as a result of
drinking alcoholic beverages.
• 33 percent have driven while
under the influence, but only 0.5
percent have been arrested; females
have missed one or two classes due
to drinking or drug use while males
missed five or more.
• 57 percent have a relative with an
alcohol or drug problem; and
students approve of occasional
marijuana use while they disapprove
of occasional or regular use of
cocaine, LSD, amphetamines or
steroids.

CHIANG HOUSE
RESTAURANT

PgCT THE BEST
»ewT Housing
?eedom & convenience of living off-campus "

LUNCH BUFFET
All You Can Eat
7 Days A Week
11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Only $5.50 per person

•SUSHI BAR
•HIBACHI STYLE
COOKINQ BY OUR
CHEFS AT YOUR
TABLE.'.'
•CARRY-OUT ALSO
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829 East Market Street
Open Hours:

Olde Mill Village
Madison Square Townhouses
College Station Townhouses
Holly Court Townhouses
Madison Manor

Chinese Food: Sun. - Thurs. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. &. Sat. 11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Buffet 11 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
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Fri. & Sat. 4:30 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
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Daft...
Athis-is-a-place-of-higher-learning-not-aplayground dart to the skaters who find it necessary
to play in the Lakeside courtyard and damage
university property. Find a new neighborhood.
Sent in by some Snorts Hall residents who don't
appreciate the noise 24-7.

Pat.,.

Streamline the justice system
Few would argue the U.S. justice system is He was sentenced to three life sentences with the
flawless. Generally, the system does its job, and possibility of parole in 17 years.
Why did two men get different convictions and two
we are far luckier than many other countries in the
world. But that doesn't mean we can't do some things different sentences for the same crime? It doesn't
better. Sometimes, criminal court cases appear to lack appear to make sense. Courts, including the Virginia
any sense or explanation in how people are charged Supreme Court, ruled that the "triggerman" law, where
with, tried for, convicted of or sentenced for the one who dealt the lethal blow is held to a harsher
committing a crime.
charge and punishment, did not apply
((
t0 this case
Some of the problems stem from
Why do SOtlte
because the evidence did
not find one sin ,e ki,ler At a
disagreements between upper and SM..„JZ,„^C not n fOVi,
8
lower courts and different juries. UlUruererS gtl UJtW minimum, the evidence indicated one
Different sentencing guidelines can mOTlths in jail while man had t0 hold Whitlock down
create disparity between punishments
r
j while the other hit her with the rock,
The Whitlock case seems like an
for the same crime. By establishing SOIfie receive Several
firm legislation and guidelines on a years or the death isolated case, but there is a lack of
parity all over the system. In 1992, 3
national or at least a statewide level on
percent of felons convicted of murder
penalty?
the severity of criminal charges for
and non-negligent manslaughter and
major crimes like murder and rape and
sentences for those crimes, maybe the justice system 13 percent of convicted rapists were sentenced only to
probation, according to the U.S. Department of Justice.
can find some parity.
One criminal case exemplifying a lack of parity Why do some murderers get a few months in jail while
involves the men convicted of killing JMU sophomore some receive several years or the death penalty? Why
Leann Whitlock in 1990. Tommy David Strickler and would one rapist get probation while another receives
Ronald Lee Henderson were convicted, but in different serious prison time? We can find ways to streamline the
criminal justice system to answer those questions.
ways with different sentences.
We need to develop a more sophisticated system to
The men abducted Whitlock from Valley Mall on
designate
what crimes merit what charge and then have
Jan. 5, 1990. Her body was found eight days later near
strict
mandatory
sentences to go with those charges.
Waynesboro. She had been beaten with a 69-pound
The
system
would
need safeguards for people who
rock. By September 1990, Strickler had been convicted
might
be
in
self-defense
or in other sensitive situations
of capital murder, abduction with intent to defile and
and
allowances
made
for
the viciousness of the crime.
robbery and sentenced to death in Augusta County.
But
that
can
all
be
built
into the system, a justice
Henderson fled from authorities and was apprehended
system
that
could
seek
more
justice.
in Oregon and extradited back to Virginia in September
1990. A Winchester jury said in spring 1991 there was
not enough evidence to convict Henderson of capital The house editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board
murder and instead found him guilty of first degree which consists of the editor, managing editor and the opinion
murder along with the robbery and abduction charges. editors.
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A pat to Ryan Kula, who last Thursday went all
the way to Toledo, Ohio, just to surprise his
girlfriend with a proposal. She had no idea he was
coming and accepted without hesitation.
Congratulations dude, you did it!
Sent in by his roommates, who feel cool living with
an engaged man.
^^
\j(ffl%mm%
A dart to the SGA for jilting the water polo team
out of its share of the club contingency fund. The
water polo team is probably the most organized,
competitive, outgoing and fun organization around
and is worth every penny of the $1,500 the women's
club soccer team got.
Sent in by someone who knows the water polo
team is not livin' in the lap of luxury.

Dart...
A not-so-smart dart to whoever decided not to
evacuate D-hall after a bomb threat Nov. 8. Thanks
for deciding when a bomb threat is a real or a false
alarm for me and all of the D-hall workers.
Sent in by a student who would not like her life
blown away in D-hall, of all places.

Dart...
A dart to the drunks who sat outside my bedroom
window the other night at 3 a.m. and had a war with
their car alarms. I know who you are.
Sent in by a girl who would rather sleep than be
drunk every night of the week.

Pat...
A too-cool pat to the wonderful guy in the BMW
who gave six frozen people a ride from the commons
to Forest Hills. You spared us all from a long and
cold walk.
Sent in by students who will now gladly return the
favor if they ever get the chance.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
JMU is inefficient and overcrowded;
steps necessary to improve situation
To the Editor:
As I entered JMU a naive freshman, I looked to the school as
a bastion of learning and efficiency. Both my parents and myself
were impressed by the cleanliness and beauty of the campus, by
the friendly students and staff, and by the overall outward
efficiency achieved by the school. My parents were especially
pleased with the low cost of such a good education at such a fine
institution.
Now, as I have embarked on my second year at JMU, I am
feeling a bit disillusioned by the school that was once a "dream
come true."
First of all, I now can clearly sec the consequences of
expanding the student population without updating the school's
facilities in accordance. There are not enough residence halls to
house all the students admitted. Hoffman Hall, normally an upper
class residence hall, now houses freshmen. There is talk of
housing students at Howard Johnson's yet again, and many
transfer students are relegated to living off campus where the
opportunities for social interaction are much less frequent than on
campus. And JMU still continues to admit even more students
each semester. I hear talk about the new CISAT residence halls
and other new facilities, but I don't see progress consistent and
timely with the amount of students admitted.
Another problem is the overloading of the VAX system. It is
constantly down or being repaired. It is impossible to get on to
check homework or the bulletin board until 2 a.m. It is ridiculous
to waste my time and to risk my health staying up until the wee
hours of the morning to complete an assignment I could have
done earlier. Perhaps JMU should think of updating the system so
it can actually support the number of students and faculty who use
it daily.
In referring to the price of an education here at JMU, I agree
it is probably one of the best bargains in the nation for all that is
given to the students — a solid education, a beautiful campus, and
a friendly and caring faculty and staff. However, I have begun to
rethink why our education is so cheap. Could it be because the
school robs us blind with meal plans? I cannot, no matter how I

try, get a complete meal at Dukes with a punch. The variety at
D-hall is nonexistent and the school takes my punches from the
Steakhouse because I can't even get in, due to the fact
reservations can only be made on Fridays.
I think the best way the school makes an enormous amount of
money is through parking tickets. The number of tickets the
school is giving out is ridiculous. Perhaps if the school offered
enough parking for the amount of students who drove cars, we
wouldn't need to find strange places to park and get tickets. But
I am sure the school would not want to do this because so much
of its revenue must comes from the payment of parking tickets.
All in all, I am a little unhappy with JMU now that my
overall excitement at just being at college has worn off. I freely
admit there are many institutions in much worse shape than
JMU, but if JMU wants to live up to its reputation of being the
"ultimate university," then it must start to make some changes.
Liz Slnunu

sophomore
marketing

Celebrate National Quit Smoking Week;
improve your health and well-being
To the Editor:

JMU a smoke-free campus? You bet — it's coming sooner
than you think. Today marks another annual attempt of the
American Cancer Society to get smokers to take a day off. Get
ready for the familiar slogans: "It's a matter of life and breath,"
"Everyone loves a quitter," "Best tip yet — don't start," among
others.
r »
Let's face it, the word has gotten out. Those who really want
to quit (i.e. the intelligent people with consideration for others),
have quit. What we are left with are those rugged individualists
who prize their drug habit above the health and welfare of those
around them.
They chose to ignore the more than 4,000 chemicals
contained in cigarettes, including arsenic, cesium, lead,
formaldehyde and zinc. It is of no concern to a smoker that the
incompletely combusted particles they so casually contribute to

the atmosphere around them contains the majority of these
chemicals.
To a smoker, the world is one big ashtray hungering for their
contributions. A square foot of empty ground space triggers a
Pavlovian response in the aspiring "butt artist." It's not litter, it's
an intrinsic response to the paucity of a smoker's life. Let's not
forget the ultimate affront to the smoker: a half-empty beer or
coffee cup. The main goal here seems to be to see if the filters
can indeed leap over the rim of the cup and return to the
spawning area of their birth.
Forget the effect smoking has on all the systems of the body.
Forget the effects of mainstream and sidestream smoke on
newborn or unborn babies and people with asthma. Forget the
fire hazards, the distinctive repugnant odor clinging to all
personal effects, the fact that smokers age badly.
Let's get them in the pocketbook where it counts. If
someone wants to smoke, let them! Let them also be totally
responsible for the costs associated with health care for
themselves and the family members they have affected. Let them
pay a higher percentage of income tax to help defray the costs
the federal government will bear when they reach the social
welfare age.
Nicotine patches may soon be available over-the-counter. If
all you want is the feeling that all your synapses are firing, or the
calming of frayed nerves, perhaps those current and future
partakers of this popular symbol of independence could get their
fix in a less noxious manner.
Perhaps, but not likely. The world overall is experiencing a
rise in the number of people who are becoming susceptible to
reactive airway disease or asthma because of our exposure to
atmospheric pollutants. I would much rather treat these people
than depend on the job security from smokers. So remember,
let's kick some butts (out) today.
OK, so much for the puritanical rhetoric. Please call the
local office of the American Lung Association or American
Cancer Society if you would like to "adopt"' a smoker and help
relieve them of these major character flaws.
Erik Ruud
BGS Public Health
Respiratory Care Practitioner

The long haul home for Thanksgiving break
7 should be used to disappointment by now, Tve been a Red Sox fan for 19 years/
Thanksgiving is a celebration of those institutions we hold
as ideals in America: overeating and football. We stuff
ourselves full of food we would never otherwise eat and retire
to watch two mediocre teams play a meaningless game.
Ah, Thanksgiving, the one time in the year when all the
freaks who claim to be distant cousins come to the house and
tell all their problems to people who pretend to care. The only
thing better than the actual day are the weeks after when we ear
food made from parts of the turkey we did not even know
existed. It is like D-hall, except with fewer bread crumbs and a
lot less fear.
Saturday, I learned there is a good chance I will not be going
home for Thanksgiving. If the football team makes the
playoffs, I will not see my beloved Massachusetts for another
month. My ride home is with a member of the marching band,
and where the team plays, the marching band goes. This leaves
me out of luck and stranded in Harrisonburg for the holiday.
I am really starting to hate the JMU football team. I thought
after watching the team blow three games they should have
won, and watching some of those games in the rain and cold,
my reward would be that the Dukes would not make the
postseason and I would be able to watch my high school
football team blow a game instead. This may not be. The Dukes
have frustrated me yet again. I should be used to
dissapointment by now, I've been a Red Sox fan for 19 years.
Now I may be forced to spend Thanksgiving, the holiday
that celebrates the splendor of the modern, dysfunctional
family, apart from my own modern, dysfunctional family. This
could be my first Thanksgiving away from them. It makes me
misty-eyed just thinking about it.
Compounding my troubles was the fact a resident adviser
wrote me up on Saturday for something I did not even do. I was
written up for being in the presence of an empty beer can in
someone else's suite.
To what is this world coming? Am 1 going to be written up
for being in the presence of a beer can that someone threw out
the window of a passing car? Perhaps they will bust me for
possession of a controlled substance when I take Ny-Quil as my
nighttime-snifning-sneezing-coughing-stuffed-up-head-so-I-

Mass.
Appeal
— Jeff Ward
can-rest medicine (cheap plug).
If that isn't bad enough, later this week I learned a valuable
lesson about college life: never let your friends cut your hair. Do
yourself a favor, shell out the extra $10 and get the job done
professionally.
I watched in horror as my precious tresses fell to the floor.
The instructions I gave were simple: just take a little off the top
and shorten the sides.
Easier said than done, apparently, because now I look like a
cross between Forrest Gump and Mr. Clean. My friends tried to
hold back their laughter and console me in my great hour of
despair. "It'll look fine once we get it even" and "Don't worry, it
will grow back sooner or later" are just a couple of the phrases
they used.
Then I found out it is impossible for yours truly to do
anything right in statistics. I have enough trouble with numbers,
but when they are combined with letters, all hell breaks loose. It
is such an unnatural combination. Numbers and letters go
together about as well as peanut butter and haggis (you know,
that disgusting Scottish dish made of sheep intestine that does
not even get classified in a food group), or Republicans and
social programs.
From what I can discern, statistics is the probability that a
man will eat cheese if 25 percent of the population is lactose
intolerant. I have no idea what that means, but I was told the use
of the phrase "lactose intolerant" is a sure winner.
A more practical question would be: what is the probability I
will pass this course? I would tell you, but every time I try to

calculate it, my answer comes out in terms of the letter "F." I
suppose my biggest problem is that I thought statistics was the
study of various sports averages.
The worst part of the week has been trying to register for
my classes. 1 thought I had the perfect schedule all set up — a
balanced load of 19 credits, chock full of classes I actually
wanted to take.
Then I found out the registration process is not all bubble
gum and root beer. As I went to see what courses were
available at what times, 1 realized some of the classes were
already full. This is because us freshman plebes register last.
By the time we get to the phones, only classes like Do-ItYourself Quantum Mechanics are available.
With this realization came the fear that I may not get any
of the classes I want. After seeing the registration process first
hand, I am worried I may have to take some very undesirable
classes: Scandinavian Literature in Translation; Ancient
Khazakastan for a foreign language: Advanced Boolean '
Algebra in the Base Four Number System for a math. This is a
very frightening possibility: I did not even know Khazakastan
had its own language.
At this rate, 1 have calculated that I should fulfill my liberal
studies requirement during the first semester of my senior
year. While my friends at other schools apply to graduate
school, I will be trying to get an override for English 102.
As one can easily see, I have had a very aggravating week. I
have experienced enough frustration in one seven-day period
to make the Pope go on a shooting spree. (Isn't that a scary
thought? A balding Polish midget in a funny hat riding around
in the Popemobile taking pot shots at bystanders with a highpowered rifle. But, I digress.)
Luckily, it has not come to that extreme. Yet. Now, if I
may be excused, I have to check if there are any prerequisites
for advanced Folk Dances of Siberian Tribes people. I wonder
if I have to provide my own elk?
Jeff Ward is freshman political science and mass
communication major who is still looking for a ride home to
his beloved state.
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20% Off

Randy Porter
"Cyclist's Guide to the
Shenandoah Valley,"
Tuesday, November 28th
12:00-2:00 p.m.
Geoffrey Morley-Mower
"Messerschmidt
Roulette,"
Thursday, November 30th
12:00 -2:00 p.m.
Chris Bolgiano
"Mountain Lion,"
Friday, December 1st
12:00-2:00 p.m.

General and Reference Books
Computer Books
All Books in the Holiday Catalog
Special Order Books (excluding course books)
Decorative Calendars
Blank Books
Maps and Travel Guides
Games and Toys
Holiday CD's and Cassettes
Special New Selection of Children's Books
Cross Pens and Sets
EXTRA 20% on Clearance Books

We have a Speedy Special Order System
Orders placed by December 2nd will arrive no
later than December 21st.

BOOK
V A I Q
Qlotwmber 28 - ^December 2
Store Hours:
Mon&Wed 8am-7pm
Tue Thur,& Fri 8am-5pm
Sat 11am-4pm

Great New Holiday Gifts:
*Ceramic Lighted Wilson Hall
*Cat's Meow "College Series" Wilson Hall
•Unique, Sparkly, JMU Ornaments

Come Join The Fun!

Refreshments Served

VISA. MC, R.EX, DISCXDVER
AMEX. CASH. CHECK

Drawing Everyday for Gift Basket
Free Gift Wrap
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hanging stereotypes
across the world
German exchange student Chet Tremmel took a
step beyond the average research paper when he
wrote two books about youth, immorality and
the environment. His ideas have caught the eye
of the media and several German talk shows.
by Christy Pitrdli
them," he said.
senior writer
Tremmel decided to write the
Like many young adults, German
book, which deals with "youth arid
exchange student and business major sexual morality," when he observed
Joerg "Chet" Tremmel has strong
the inaccurate portrayal of teen-agers
opinions about issues concerning
depicted by adult-governed
young adults such as premarital sex
institutions in Germany.
and the environment. Taking his
"Many people try to understand
views beyond the occasional spoken
[youth] in Germany. Everyone said
debate with peers, he has developed
they have sex very early and most
his theories and published them in a just sleep around," Tremmel said.
nonfiction book. His second book is
"That's not what I saw. I tried to
in the works for publication and
correct these stereotypes."
release.
After gathering data from the
While many students may cringe
library and observing and
at the thought of writing a mere
interviewing several students from
research paper, Tremmel said careful
his high school, Tremmel grouped
time management reduces the sense
of the enormity of writing a book.
"It takes a lot of time, and you
have to be a little bit determined," he
said. "You have to push yourself tp
write every day."
While he has always possessed a
love for writing. Tremmel said he
thinks any student can write a book
on issues that interest and concern
them. "Have you ever thought about
these topics? Then write a book!"
the sexual behaviors he found into
Tremmel said.
Tremmel wrote his first book,
four categories: those who choose to
titled Sweet Little Sixteen, during his
refrain from premarital sex; those
senior year of high school. "I even
who have sex but remain faithful to
gave it an English title — I made it
their partner and plan to marry him
really interesting," he said.
or her some day; those who prefer to
Driven by his curious nature,
have numerous partners before
Tremmel began his endeavor settling down to marriage; and those
unassisted by teachers or any other
who would never be monogamous.
mentor. "I'm a very curious person. I
The majority of the students in
looked very carefully on the behavior Tremmel's high school fell into the
of my peers and what they were
the second category, according to
doing, and I wrote a book about Tremmel. •

After sending what he refers to as
his "scientific book" to the biggest
publishers in Germany, he received
instant recognition. "I got a contract
quickly because there aren't many
young authors under 30, and I was
under 20," he said.
Sweet Little Sixteen, which has
only been published in the German
language, sold 20,000 copies in
Germany.
As a young adult and successful
author, Tremmel caught the eye of
the German media. This resulted in
his guest appearance on nine talk
shows along with stories about his
accomplishments featured in about

"Most grown-ups wouldn't agree with
me because I'm accusing them of
frauding the next generation "
Joerg "Chet" Tremmel
German exchange student
15 newspapers, according to
Tremmel.
Last month, Tremmel received a
phone call at JMU from one of the
biggest broadcasting channels in
Berlin, requesting him as a guest on
one of its talk shows. "[They] said,
'We want you on TV, and we'll pay
for the flight,'" he said.
Tremmel said he enjoys all the
attention the media gives him,
especially the talk shows he has
attended. "It's so much fun, and you

tremmel lies across his bed while researching and writing down ideas for his third book.

J. MICHAEL ROHF.RS/contributin/iphotographer

Tremmel relaxes on the porch of the Sanctuary Guest House.
get feedback from people," he said.
"older generation," has the
Tremmel said he thinks many of responsibility of cleaning up the
the talk shows invited him to appear world for the younger generation.
because adults and church authorities
"Our possibilities won't be the
tend to disagree with his liberal same [as the older generation's] if the
views."I was asking for less pressure older generation pursues the same
on teens and to let them do what they route of destroying the environment
want," he said.
and accumulating debt," he said.
Although he doesn't consider
Realizing his second book
himself a celebrity, Tremmel said presents yet another controversy,
people have approached him in Tremmel predicts that many adults
Germany, asking him for an will again disagree with him.
autograph. "It's so embarrassing. I
"Most grown-ups wouldn't agree
ask them if they can give me an
with me because I'm accusing them
autograph too," he said.
of frauding the next generation," he
As Tremmel entertains talk show said.
viewers with his opinions, they also
Although Tremmel may have
serve as interesting topics of found his niche as a writer, he said he
conversations with his friends.
wants to have a career in publishing,
German exchange student Pia Rausch perhaps by owning a publishing
said she and Tremmel have discussed house.'
the issues he raises in Sweet Little
While studying in the United
Sixteen.
States, Tremmel said he plans to take
"We argue," Rausch said. "He has advantage ■ of any research
quite liberal views on moral issues.
opportunities in economic and social
Once he decides to marry, he said he research by applying for an
will be changing his attitudes."
internship with the World Watch
Continuing the development of his Institute.
opinions into full-fledged theories,
Continuing to affect his peers in
Tremmel has written a second book.
the United States,/Tremmel helps
After the success of Sweet Little fuel class discussions with his strong
Sixteen, he wrote a book on the opinions, Daniel Gallagher, head of
environment, titled Generation the department of management, said.
Fraud, which will be released in
"I think he is very actively
February in Germany.
involved in the class, and it's nice to
To fully concentrate on writing have him in the class because he
his second book, Tremmel took a brings strong personal opinions and
semester off from college to conduct
puts things in an international
economic and environmental
perspective ...," Gallagher said.
research in Germany. Throughout the
For example. Gallagher said he
book, Tremmel discusses problems holds discussions during his class on
such as limited resources, the
human resource management topics
greenhouse effect, Germany's
such as compensation. While
national debt and how he feels these Gallagher talks about U.S. firms,
problems will "deteriorate" Tremmel and other German and
opportunities for the young African exchange students in the
generation.
class provide a knowledge of
'These problems will affect our international firms.
future in many fields. Our generation
As Tremmel continues his studies
doesn't have the same opportunities and research, he said he has managed
as the generation before." he said.
to strike a balance between his work
Tremmel" maintains that the and social life. "I watch less TV." he
current generation in power, or the joked.
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During downtime at the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad on Port Republic Road, uniforms hang from their hooks until a call sends
paramedics and volunteers rushing to answer calls and help people in need.
On a Sunday evening in November at Ihc
barracks of the Harrisonburg Volunteer
Rescue Squad, paramedic Phil Neff
demonstrates the correct operation of a portable
electrocardiogram machine.
As he places the third and final poker-chipsized metal disc just under the armpit of
Emergency Medical Technician Ryan Wilson, a
JMU sophomore, turns his exposed torso to
this trio's.third member, Shock Trauma
Technician Lisa Sirico. "You like that chest
hair," Wilson chuckles, gesturing toward a bare
patch of pink flesh.
"Oh, you do have one there," remarks Neff
with what seems like genuine scientific interest.
"I got three, man!" Wilson screams. "It took
me a long time to sprout these. You're just
jealous." Never one to back down from a
challenge. Neff hikes up his own uniform shirt
to reveal a thick layer of brown fur.
"Yeah, I'm jealous of you," Neff replies
sarcastically. Wilson steps back and lakes an
admiring look at his bearded senior colleague's
stomach. "Wow," Wilson says. "It spread all
the way up to your face."
Their laughter echoes in the cavernous
garage of Harrisonburg Rescue Squad's
headquarters on Port Republic Road. The
squad's roughly 100 volunteers, many of them
JMU students, are often on irregular schedules,
but this crew, comprised of Neff, 33; Wilson,
19, a JMU sophomore; and Sirico, 26, is on
together every Sunday night from 7 p.m. to 7
a.m..
"You can tell from the way we work that
we're a team," Wilson says. "There's a
smoothness to our operation when we're on a
call that would not be there if we all did not
know, like and respect one another."
Neff agrees. "A lot of friendships are made
down here, but once we're on a call, we're all
business," he says.
A nine-year veteran of the squad, Neff is a
nationally registered paramedic — the highest
level of qualification one can attain in
Emergency Medical Services. He also happens
to be the squad's elected president. This quiet
man doesn't resemble the macho-man image
some squad members present, but a few

moments spent in conversation with him reveal
he's exactly the sort of man you'd want to
come to your aid if you were hurt.
"I sec my work with the squad as a way of
justifying my existence," Neff says. "I believe
in what's going on down here."
Later that evening, they arc aboard
ambulance 47, racing toward the southern end
of Harrisonburg. The call is an unknown
situation — a woman heard some children
screaming from the woods near her home and
dialed 911.
In addition to the regular Sunday night crew,
JMU sophomore Jeff Mancgo, a trainee
member of the squad, is present. Wilson parks
the ambulance in a cul-de-sac at the end of a
residential street and shut the lights off. They
sit in darkness for a full minute. Nothing
happens.
"We never just go waltzing in on an
unknown call," Neff explains
from the front passenger's
seat of the ambulance.
"We have to wait for the
police to check things
out."
Up
ahead,
a
Harrisonburg fire truck
is parked on the curb.
Neff speaks to the
firefighters over/the
radio. They're waiting
for the police's OK.
The word is given.
Wilson, Mancgo and Neff
jump out and get to work,
panning the wooded area with
powerful flashlights. The police
have found nothing and suspect (he pleas for
help may have been a prank.
Neff goes to speak with the woman who
made the 911 call. She says she heard the
screams and then saw two heavysel men run
into the woods. After 10 more minutes of futile
searching, the EMTs return to the station.
The squad runs an average of 12 to IS calls a
day, according to Neff, which range from
multi-vehicle traffic accidents requiring
University of Virginia Medical Center's

Pegasus medevac helicopters to elderly citizens
with headaches.
One night, nothing much may happen. Often
that's followed by a night in which all hell
breaks loose. The squad deals with everything,
operating 365 days a year on a $120,000 budget
— most of it in donations from private citizens,
$5 and $10 at a time.
Anyone can submit
an application to
join the squad, a
process
that
entails
a
criminal
background
check, a
check of
the

applicant's driving record and two trial shifts
where the applicant rides along with a crew as
an observer.
After the shifts arc completed, the senior
squad members vote on whether or not to
accept the applicant as a trainee, favoring
candidates who have displayed attentiveness
and intelligence during their trial runs.
At the end of the nine-month probationary
period
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six months if the applicant has previous
I \ S experience — they vote again on whether
not to make the trainee a senior member,
gating the trainee to serve five shifts every
inn ith, or if they cannot commit that much
urn :, an associate member, serving two shifts
pei month. No prior medical training is
net issary; the squad provides complete training
I'oi all applicants, including a basic EMT
course.
Danny Harker is a 22-year-old
paramedic. His duty night is Thursday,
and he is engaged with his squadmates
in their Thursday night ritual of
watching "ER" in the squad barracks
when his beeper goes off. A minute
later, the squad is on its way.
With him arc regularly scheduled
EMT Jason Auchincloss, a 22-year-old
former brush pilot from South Africa
whose fiancee attends JMU, and EMT
""l Chris Bartus, a JMU sophomore, who
"just came down to watch 'ER.'"
J
When they arrive on the scene, they
are greeted by a Harrisonburg
firefighter — HFD has several stations,
while the squad has only one, meaning
they are usually first to arrive. They are
ushered into a small, dirty, ground-floor

apartment where a man is sprawled on
the couch clutching his chest. He
seems to be suffering from chest pains,
but because neither he nor his wife
speak any English, there was no way
to ask him.
While Auchincloss and Bartus
examine the man, feeling his chest and
stomach for muscle contractions, Harker
.(infers with one of the firefighters. They are
frequently interrupted by a throng of concerned
friends and neighbors trying to get in the tiny
apartment.
Harker quickly discerns they cannot help
the patient there and asks Auchincloss to help
lift the man on a stretcher into the ambulance.
On the way to Rockingham Memorial
Hospital, Auchincloss uses a finger-clip device
called a pulse oximeter to check the man's heart
rate and blood oxygen level. He shines his pen
light in the man's eyes, checking his pupils.
The man seems to be falling asleep, which
could be dangerous in his condition.

"I need you to stay awake for me, buddy!"
implores Auchincloss, hoping volume will help
him transcend the language barrier.
After arriving at RMH, the man is left in the
care of an emergency room physician. The crew Paramedics and volunteer workers take ambulances to the scenes when coming to
heads for the squad room to fill out the the aid of victims of illness or accident.
appropriate paperwork. While Auchincloss
Squad members who work the all-night shift
"I was pushing it on the way here, one,
hunches over a carbon form at the small desk, know not to pass up the opportunity to sleep if
because it had been so long since they called
Harker chats with two EMTs from the it comes. A traijer next to the building the
911, but also because you never know what it's
Bridgewatcr Rescue Squad.
squad shares with the fire department provides
gonna be when the dispatcher tells you the
"I like to discuss a call with my crew if it's them with a few modest beds to use if they have
complaint is 'illness.' I've had illness calls turn
particularly bad," Harker said later. 'Tonight's the chance. They sleep in their shoes, with their
out to be all-out codes, [cardiac or respiratory
wasn't. But it's important on a bad one to pagers on, ready to go at a moment's notice.
arrest). Sometimes people arc shy about calling,
discuss what we did right, and sometimes, what
This particular Sunday night has cased into
and they'll underestimate the seriousness of the
we did wrong."
Monday morning relatively without incident,
ailment."
He brings up another precious, but but when the call comes at 5:30 a.m., the crew
Neff returns to the ambulance, reporting that
frequently misunderstood, tool squad members is up and out the door in less time that it takes
there is nothing for them to do. They head back
use to deal with the often extreme stress of their most people to find their slippers.
to Rockingham County, and the other
jobs — humor.
"They've been toning it for 20 minutes,"
ambulance passes them with its emergency
"Sometimes I'll make a joke on the way to a Neff says drowsily, using squad slang that
light on, transporting the patient to RMH. Half
call," he explains. "And if of course if the refers to the noise their beepers make when a
a minute later, a maroon sedan shoots by with
wrong person overheard, it might seem call is about to come through from dispatch.
its hazard lights on.
inappropriate. But that's my way of making "It's way out in the county."
"There goes Dad!" shouts Wilson, pointing
sure my crew stay loose, stay focused. It's a
Rolling out of the station, Wilson, in the
to the car. Wilson is speaking of the frequent,
huge stress reliever, and we need that driver's seat, listens as the dispatcher gives him
dangerous practice of a relative of the patient
sometimes."
directions to the address — 20 miles away.
— usually a spouse or parent — following the
The subject of emotional difficulty in the
Two other squads, both closer to the scene,
ambulance to the hospital in the family car.
wake of particularly trying calls is always were toned before Harrisonburg, and both were
Often, the driver will be excited, following
present among squad members.
busy with other calls. At this point, it has been
far too closely, exceeding the legal speed limit
"We see some very ugly things here," Neff 30 minutes since the patient dialed 911, and it
for non-emergency vehicles and even running
says. "But I'll tell you something. I've been will be at least another IS before help can
red lights behind the ambulance. It drives EMS
here for almost 10 years, and I can't remember arrive.
crews nuts because it increases the likelihood of
one person who stayed around long enough to
At 5:35 a.m. on a Monday morning. Route
an accident.
become a member and who left afterwards 33 east is utterly free of traffic. Wilson flies
As the ambulance and the sedan vanish out
because they couldn't handle it."
down the highway, sirens blaring. They've
of sight, Wilson turns toward Harrisonburg. His
"It's always tough when you lose a patient," gone from sleeping to 90 in just under six
shift ends in 45 minutes. He flips on the radio
Wilson says, recalling a traffic accident he minutes. This lime, there is none of the spirited
and sings along, another night of public service
responded to involving the death of a teen-age chatter that filled the ambulance the night
concluded: 'Takin' care of business, every way
boy. "But even then I know I did some good. I before. Maybe it's too early.
/ Takin' care of business, every day/..."
know that person had a better chance than they
Five minutes before arriving at the address, a
"We are in the business of saving lives," is a
would have if I wasn't there."
remote, rural house, one of the closer-based
favorite adage of Wilson's. And they are.
In addition to being able to lean on one units chimes in over the radio saying they are
Except they never give anyone a bill, and none
another, professional counseling is always on the scene. A collective groan goes up from
of them ever get paid.
available for squad members who are having the crew as they wait for the other crew to tell
"It is all worthwhile," Neff says an hour later
trouble dealing with what they see.
dispatch to cancel.
as he prepares to leave the station. The sun has
"Most people, when they hear about what
"This is no longer a call," Neff jokes. 'This
just come up.
we do, say, 'Oh, I could never do that,'" Neff is a quest."
"When someone says, "Thank you for saving
explains.
The cancel order never comes, and a minute
my life,' there's no doubt in my mind that we
"People should not disclude themselves," he later they are on the scene. Neff hops out and
do good work here." He gestures toward the
says. "I'm no more of a hero for saving jogs up to the Shenandoah ambulance to ask if
wall of the squad office, where among papers
someone's life than a mechanic is for fixing a they need help. Wilson sums up the situation
and leaflets and schedules, several thank-you
car. It's just what we do."
. from the driver's seat.
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The Ancient World & Roman Britain
QUEEN ELIZABETH II
MUMMIES
May 7-28, 1996
Travel Study Course: History 391A THE ANCIENT WORLD AND ROMAN BRITAIN. 3 Credits
JULIUS CAESAR

Covers wealth of historical and archaeological remains in Britain from
the Ancient Near East and Roman occupation.
London based course exploring museums with trips to Dover, Stonehenge,
Chester, St. Albans, Colchester, Oxford, Cambridge, Hadrian's Wall
and York.
Contact: Dr. Robert Lembright
Fee $2600-VA Student or
$3000-NVA Student,
excluding airfare.

Do you have
a story for
The Breeze?

Telephone: 540-568-6132 or
540-433-1085
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ine pieces display student ability
'all dance production provides insight to performance competition
by Cam Modisett
staff writer
Six dancers sit in a horseshoe on
[the floor of a hallway in Godwin
I Hall, deep in conversation.
They are dressed in a motley of
I colors and styles: one is in a yellow
"Jujy-Fruit" T-shirt turned inside out
with a pair of bright red sweatpants,
another is wearing an orange sweater
over a somewhat preppy plaid skirt,
another is in all black leggings and a
close-fitting shirt. Two wear plastic
| children's barrettes in their hair.
"1 have no idea what to do. Let's
I brainstorm."
"What about all black?"
"I like the idea of the hands being
I accentuated by white gloves, but I
don't like the idea of them being
[ covered up."
"We could just be naked and
[paint our whole bodies!"
The last comment receives
| laughter but no serious consideration.
The five dancers and one
[choreographer, senior dance major
[Jennifer Tweel, are discussing
[costuming for their dance piece
[appropriately and temporarily titled
"Work in Progress."
"['Work in Progress'] started out
[with the idea of how much we use
lour hands because I don't think we're
[very aware of how much we
communicate with them," Tweel
I said.
"Work in Progress" is one of nine
I dance pieces that will be*performed
this weekend in "For Resale Only,"
the fall Student Dance Concert. On
Monday
night,
dancers,
choreographers and crew were all
| hard at work coordinating lighting
and sound cues with dance in
| preparation for opening night.
Senior dance majors Jennifer
iGaver and Tara-Lyn Astarita are

directors and stage managers for the
concert, which is entirely studentproduced. Directors' responsibilities
include setting up and running
auditions, putting together a crew and
publicity committee, establishing an
order of pieces for the concert and
overseeing rehearsals. "It's
equivalent to what you would do to
market a professional concert."
Gavcr said.
Cynthia Thompson, professor of
dance, serves as faculty adviser for
the project.
"[The student concert] is sort of
the testing ground," Thompson said.
"It gives students a chance to try
their work and get feedback on it."
Thompson said she finds this
concert particularly exciting because
there are younger choreographers
than are usually involved with the
production.
On Monday night, three groups
were running light and sound
rehearsals. "Work in Progress" was
the second group to try out its dance
in the darkened studio, the room
where the actual performances will
take place.
"Work in Progress" begins not
with music but with the sound of
applause. All five dancers are spread
out in a line across the stage,
speaking in sign language.
As the piece progresses, the
dancers disappear offstage and
reappear one by one. As each dancer
enters, she makes some sort of hand
movement, such as reaching or
gesturing in a silent, one-sided
conversation. Each dancer performs a
brief solo and then exits, while
repeating her sign-language
movements.
The solos are danced in silence,
and the final part of the piece is
danced to a recording of a Chopin
prelude. Tweel said she chose piano

music because it is music that is
created wholly with the hands.
The sign language in the piece
came from passages the dancers
chose from the poem "Hands" by
Nikki Giovanni, according to Tweel.
Each dancer took her sign language
movement and created a whole-body
movement to mirror it. Both
movements were then incorporated
into the dance.
Sophomore dance major Amanda
Cregan, who performs in "Work in
Progress," also choreographed
"Aowww .. . Sup!," another piece in
the concert.
"It's about the competition of
performance, the dancers wanting to
be the best and compete for the
audience," Cregan said about
"Aowww . . . Sup!" She explained
that the unusual title is a
verbalization of one of the motions in
the piece.
Other pieces in the concert
include "Stillife," an ensemble piece
choreographed by Tara Zaffutto, and
"Black Turmoil," a solo danced by
Johmaalya Hicks and 'choreographed
by Stanley "Chipper" Cooke.
Elizabeth Kuzmick's "Thoughts
on 1984" had unique beginnings. "It
was originally going to be [about]
somewhat of an alien culture, but it
turned out there were flashes of
humanity in it," said Kuzmick, a
sophomore dance and English double
major.
Kuzmick said the alien culture
idea came to her in a summer
lifeguarding job, when she noticed
how everyone wearing goggles and
bathing caps looked inhuman.
Eventually, she ended up making the
dance a commentary on the society
depicted in George Orwell's novel
"1984." "That's why all of the
movement is so structured,"
Kuzmick said. "Every once in a

PHOTOS BY MICHAEL ROGEKS/contributing photographer
[Students dance to the piece, "Restricted Area^wftch was choreographed by Neeya S. Byrd. This
dance was one of nine pieces that will be performed In "For Resale Only," the fall student concert.

Neeya S, Byrd dances dramatically to "Waiting," an original piece
which was Inspired by a painting.
while somebody breaks free, even if
it's just for a minute."
Kuzmick and sophomores Laura
Shackelford and Jacqueline
Nathaniel who dance the piece,
discussed it in the production room
after their rehearsal. "It's not a feelgood piece," Shackelford said. "It's
not movement that necessarily comes
naturally to the body, but it's good,
it's different."
Nathaniel dances the persona of
the human attempting to break away
from the structure. "I have to let go a
little more," she said.
The dancers illustrate this
struggle with striking contrasts in
movement.
Kuzmick
and
Shackelford use highly mechanized,
robot-like movements, precise and
sharp. Nathaniel's movements
alternate between the more fluid and
graceful and the mechanized
movements similar to Kuzmick and
Shackelford's, representing her
character's struggle against structure
and conformity, according to
Kuzmick.
At the same time technical
rehearsals were running in Studio
355, the Associate Ensemble was
practicing its two pieces across the
hall. The Associate Ensemble, made
up of six freshmen and three
sophomores, is directed by Associate
Professor of Dance Shane O'Hara.
One of its pieces, "Restricted Area,"
was choreographed by Neeya Byrd.
adjunct teacher and artist in residence
this semester.
'.the, se'cbhd'.piece, "Starting

Again," was choreographed by senior
dance majors Jill Husband and
Donna Costello. The entire ensemble
is involved in this piece.
The dance is set to a song by
Dead Can Dance and is a highly
varied, almost kaleidoscopic piece.
At different times, the dancers
perform solos, duets, trios and in
unison. There is often an onstage
counterpoint between small and large
motions, movement and immobility,
"or the speeds of motions.
"We worked with the idea of
instability," Husband said. "We
started off by having them write
down their own ideas . . . [about]
when they felt instability in their own
life."'
Several dancers commented on
the relevance of the dance to their
experiences as college freshmen. "I
could connect to it, so it makes it
easier to dance to," said Melissa
McDonald, a freshman mass
communication and dance double*
major.
"[Instability] is a topic everybody
can relate to," sophomore dance
major Rebecca Mitchell echoed.
"None of us knew each other
when we started the piece, and now
that it's finished, we're all really
close," said Stacy Pfeifer, a freshman
dance education major. "The piece is
so much about helping each other."
"For Resale Only" will run Nov.
17 and 18 at Godwin Hall, rm. 355.
General admission is $5. Admission
for senior citizens, children under 12
and students with a '/AC card is $3.
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Do you want to see your name in
Police Log twice a week?
The Breeze news section is looking
for a police reporter*
To apply, submit a letter and 3 clips to The Breeze news section by Nov. 21 at 5 p.m.

VOTE FOR
YOLK FAVORITE
IMCOI i ssoit TO
\\i\ V (.(MIMA
WVi I AttAltll!

*Below are the nominations for your favorite
professors from each college.
'Select ONLY ONE professor from ONE of the colleges
(Voting for multiple professors will invalidate your ballot.)
*Cut the ballot from The Breeze
*Place your ballot in one of the following locations:
1) The Zane Showker Lobby
2) The Post office
3) The Music Building Lobby
*Ballots will only be collected Thursday the
16th and Friday the 17th.

7131 Little River Turnpike
Annandale, VA 22003
Tel. (703) 750-0777
FAX (703) 750-9493

JVo. VJL»/s JBTottost IVew Bar
Tke Best

College of Arts and Letters
A) Dr. Jack McCaslin
B) Corinne Martin
C) Dr. Roger Soenksen
D) Dr. Marilou Johnson
E) Dr. Raymond Hyser
F) Dr. Annette Federico

College of Science and Mathematics
A) Dr. Sharon Babcock
B) Dr. Donna Amenta
C) Dr. W. Cullen Sherwood

College of Integrated
Science and Technology
A) Dr. Charles Runyan
B) Dr. Mark Warner
C) Dr. Herbert Amato

College of Education
and Psychology
A) Dr. Dawn Pekle
B) Dr. JoAnne Brewster
C) Dr. Diane Fuqua

College of Business
A) Dr. Robert Brookshire
B) Dr. Scott Stevens
C) Dr. Daphyne' Thomas
D) Dr. Charles Priiigle
E) Dr. Joan Pier son

Outdoor Patio
Volleyball Courts
8 Satellite T.U.«s
20 Microbrews on Tap
III Price Raw Bar 4-8pm

Live
Progressive
AAusicll

TFed. HJov- SS
I'liiirN. PMov. 33
Fri. Hfov. S4
*H**t. v<>>. as

IIIIINI

of Silonco

IVaked Blue
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'Ace Ventura 2': Need we say more?
iore laughs than 'Apocalypse Now'! More action than 'Little Women'!
It was a bad week, so I decided to go see
jmething funny. Unfortunately, "Seven" had
:>ld out, so I ended up braving the crowds and
vatching "Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls."
Now, let me start off by saying 1 liked "Ace
[Ventura: Pet Detective." It was stupid but
[funny. Unfortunately, in the sequel, Ace is just
lannoying. But "Ace 2" isn't the worst Jim
ICarrey movie.

Style Review

•

■
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I — Michael Robinson

That award goes to last year's "Dumb and
Dumber," which was about as funny as
"Schindler's List."

"Ace 2" does have its moments, just not
many of them. One of the best scenes in the
movie is the opening sequence where Ace tries
to save a raccoon in a dead-on parody of the
opening scene of "Cliffhanger." Unfortunately,
as in "Cliffhanger," the rest of the movie never
lives up to the beginning.
A couple of other funny scenes stand alone
in "Ace 2," and I can honestly remember
laughing a few times, but I can't remember
what the scenes were. When this happens, it's
not a good sign — I'm just not sure if it's not a
good sign for the movie or for me.
So we have Jim Carrey, nearly reaching the
cultural saturation point, running around with a

couple of Hugh Grant's former costars'(Simon
Callow from "Four Weddings and a Funeral"
and Ian McNiece from "The Englishman Who
Went Up a Hill But Came Down a Mountain"
making bodily function jokes and recycling all
the good lines from the first movie.
The lines are about the only things back
from the first movie. None of the co-stars are
back, with the possible exception of the
monkey, who plays Jake, Ace's sidekick.
Perhaps this is the same monkey who played
Marcel on "Friends," making this the second
Ace Ventura movie with a "Friends" cast
member. In case you forgot, Courteney Cox
(a.k.a. Monica) co-starred as Carrey's female
friend in the first one.
(On a side note, did anybody look at Marcel
the same way again after he showed up as the
disease-infested monkey in "Outbreak"?)
Anyway, back to Ace.
You'd think the writers would try to come
up with some new jokes for this one, but the
one attempt at a new catch phrase ("Spank
You") falls flat, although you can bet that every
junior high schooler in the country will be
saying it within a week.
There's also some plot, but it's not
important.
The production values have also gone up for
the sequel, but it doesn't help. An Ace Ventura
movie should not look like it cost anything to
make. "Ace 2" looks like it cost money to
make, but it also looks like nobody involved
really cared about what they were making.
But they didn't really have to care about
what they were making, because judging by the
audience reaction, Carrey's going to make
Warner Brothers a whole lot of money on this
one. Just be smart and don't help him out.

Students plan concert, gain realworld experience in classroom
by Lauren Dwulet
staff writer

Taking a class to learn how to plan a concert
is one of the more unique learning experience
offered to JMU students. It certainly sounds
like an easy "A," but that's just on the surface.
Students examine the artistic, business and
technical viewpoints of cultural and
commercial entertainment in'Music Industry
422: Concert Production and Promotion. They
also assist in the production and planning of
campus events.
This semester, for their major project, the
students coordinated Feskaval, a concert aimed
to benefit the impoverished in Harrisonburg,
which will shake the walls of P.C. Ballroom
tonight at 8.
The concert will feature three ska bands
from New York and Washington, D.C.
Headlining the event at 10:30 p.m. will be Let's
Go Bowling. Ruder Than You and
Mephaskapholes will serve as opening acts at 8
p.m. and 9:15 p.m., respectively.
Every Tuesday night, the Concert
Production and Promotion class meets in the
Music Building. The class students prefer to
call themselves the 3-credit production class, or
3 CP. It is under the direction of University
Program Board Coordinator Susan Shipley and
Music Industry Coordinator Dona Gilliam.
As planning for the concert began early in
the semester, students divided into committees
to accomplish the different tasks necessary for
covering all aspects of concert production and
promotion. According to Shipley, the class
mirrors the administrative setup of UPB.
"Everyone works as partners," she said, "and
the entire class is equally responsible for
pulling this show together."
1
When the semester ends, the students in the

3 CP class will be able to describe the essential
elements of concert production and promotion.
These elements include talent procurement,
venue operations, sound systems, lighting and
staging, venue acquisitions, promotional
campaigns, ticket sales and distributions,
budgeting, financial controls and legal
concerns.
Students in the course reap the most benefits
when planning a concert because the rest of
campus can see the fruits of their success, but
they still follow a textbook, take exams and
prepare a 30-minute group presentation
analyzing an assigned case study in concert
production and promotion.
With financing and resources made available
by UPB and voluntary workers from WXJM,
the class of 20 people is hoping to see a good
turnout for the show tonight.
Essentially, class members do not work on
the project alone. They rely on the help of
others, which is valuable to the whole
experience.
"The fact that this course requires
interdisciplinary sources is key," Gilliam said.
"It's a real-world experience.
"It's great to work with the UPB," she
added, "and that's an incredible learning
experience as music industry majors."
Students, as part of the class, are also
required to work for UPB for at least 15 hours.
The course not only draws in music majors,
but also attracts students who study primarily in
the School of Media Arts and Design. Junior
music major Stacie Sawyer said she enjoys the
chance to work with people with whom she
doesn't normallyvbave class.
"It gives us a chance to meet new people
from other majors such as mass
see CLASS page 23'

different writers revised the original story (even
though Oedekerk receives sole writing credit)
because the film is unintentionally episodic and
quite annoyingly so. It's sad when an 89-minute
movie is waaaaaaay to long.
Umm ... that's about it.
Did I just say this movie just wasn't that
funny
?
Oh, yeah, I did.
OK, let's talk a little about Jim Carrey. The
original, Carrey's breakthrough role and his
first of what is doubtlessly going to be five
$IOO-million-plus movies in a row, was pretty
much a collection of barely strung-together
vignettes that gave Carrey a chance to go nuts
and bend his face for an hour and a half. And
since he had a hand in the script, a great deal of
the jokes were his own.
Here, he's forced to relegate his humor to
the confines of Oedekerk's horrendous
dialogue, and only a few times (most notably
Carrey's goofy impressions of William Shatner
and Charlton Heston. which only amount to 10
seconds) does he show an iota of the talent
we've seen before. Is it just me, or are Carrey's
"performances" getting worse and worse? Or
should I say "dumber and dumber"? Tee nee.
Carrey's supporting cast includes Ian
McNiece, i.e. the fat guy that followed Hugh
Grant up a hill and down a mountain, and Bob
Gunton, the Bible-thumping warden from "The
Shawshank Redemption." What are they doing
in this movie?
At this point, I am out of things to say. "Ace
Ventura: When Nature Calls" is not funny. I
laughed at only three different sequences
amounting to maybe 10 minutes. If you ask me,
Jim Carrey's day is at hand. Pack your bags
bubba: "alllllllrighty then" just ain't cuttin' it.

There's something inherently scary about a
film whose first five minutes, which are based
on another movie altogether, are better than the
following 85 minutes. In this case, it's even
scarier when the preview of "Cutthroat Island"
before "Ace Ventura: When Nature Calls" was
better than all that. This sequel is not as funny
as the original and surrenders to cheap, juvenile
humor aimed at the kids you babysit and
disgusting jokes pretty much on par with nosepicking.

Style Review
* 1/2
— Brent Bowles

In only a few instances does Jim Carrey's
humor elicit a belly laugh or two, and it makes
you wonder when one of those scenes involved
a rhinoceros giving birth to our "pet detective."
Carrey had no hand in the script for "When
Nature Calls" (he co-wrote the original), and it
is quite obvious: the jokes are flat, Carrey never
lets loose (if you can believe that), and instead
of the original's jaunting from one silly scene to
the next, THERE'S ACTUALLY A PLOT
HERE! DEAR GOD! For once in my life, I
found myself wishing for the plot to go away.
Steve Oedekerk, who directed "When
Nature Calls," has no gift for anything. The
pacing is bad, and it just seems like this movie
will never, ever end. You can tell that four

17 th century French
omedy sparkles
by James Biigihan
staff write i
Moliere's "School For Wives" is two plays
in one. One is a fictional critique of the play
"The School For Wives" right after it was first
performed by members of the French
n 1663. The other is the play itself.
iys are showing at Latimer■r Theatre tonight through Nov. 18 at 8

R i: v 11: w
of a lightly furnished
r-class sitting room is all that is needed for
the opening part of the play because the first
thing one should notice are the costumes. The
costuming is fantastic. The extravagancy that
was the staple of 17th century upper-class life
was clearly demonstrated by the sometimes
r-lavishness of the costumes.
The persona of the characters fit the
costumes. Junior Mark Carroll's portrayal of
the Marquis illustrated the erudite absurdity of
the period, all the way down to the overaccentuated way he took his seat.
The Marquis and his peers discussed the
play in the opening critique, speaking of its
controversial nature in a succession of banter
that was tossed around under the pretense of
intellectual conversation.
Dave Dalton's performance of the doorman
was one of the most enjoyable aspects of the
critique sequence and playing & pubescent
young man, had the voice to match and made
for a great contrast to the refined pajlor talk,

uttered by the rest of the assembled group. The
majority of the assembled upper class had
already passed judgment on the play. Experts,
including senior Kevin Steele's Lysidas.
another playwright, the Marquis, senior Joy
Easley's Elise and junior Ashly Covington's
respected Madame Climene, all retained the
opinion that the play was indeed lewd. This
was based solely on the commoners' frequent
laughter as a gauge for the play's quality. And,
not wanting to be associated with anything the
commoners liked, they dismissed the play as
trash without paying attention to it.
The play itself was a little bit longer than
the critique, but seemed much longer than in.
actuality. Yawns found their way between my
,frquent boughts of laughter.The story is well
written. A young girl, Agnes, is wised in a
sheltered existence by her master, Amolfe, so
that she might become the perfect wife for
him, ignorant and unknowing of the supposed
vices of modern wives. When she matures to
marrying age, she catches the eye of a young
man, Horace, when her master/is away. Horace
vows his love for her, and she returns it,
uninformed of her master's intentions to marry
her. The young man confides in the master his
love for Agnes, unaware he is the evil man
sequestering Agnes, his love.
This plot sets the stage for a brilliant satire
of the upper class life. If every part of the
actual performance worked, it would have
been fantastic, but due to slow transitions and
often uninspired performance ol some of the
minor characters, it wasn't.
The acting in the play, overall. »a< not bad.

I'lMI

see PLAY page 23
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[Museum explores Valley traditions
\Center in Dayton celebrates Shenandoah art both old and new
by Kara Ogletree
senior writer
For most JMU students, thoughts of
Harrisonburg conjure up images of turkey
feathers streaming behind trucks on Main Street
or a peculiar dogfood-like odor hanging in the
air. Most don't think of the Shenandoah
Valley's rich heritage of folk art.
The Valley's tradition springs to life at the
Shenandoah Valley Folk Art and Heritage
Center in Dayton. As a pan of the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham Historical Society,
this museum celebrates the blending of past and
present in local folk art

R i: v i E \ v
Although it doesn't have the popular appeal
of Monet's pastel waterlilies, this small exhibit
captures the observer with its quiet beauty.
To clarify any misconceptions about folk art,
the exhibit begins by defining it as the
traditional decoration of everyday, useful items
passed down through communities. Just
because an object looks primitive or old does
not make it folk art.
Ranging in origin from 18th to 20th century,
the pieces in the museum take on new meaning
when viewed as art rather than as functional
objects.
"For people in this area, they can begin to
see value in things that are everyday for them,"
museum curator Scott Suter said.
Most people don't think twice about the
appearance of their birth certificates, but the
museum holds several from the 19th century

that have been crafted into works of art with
intricately detailed painting on the documents.
Vibrant colors swirl around the words in design
patterns including birds, tulips and stars.
Recurring designs appear on pieces throughout
the museum, revealing a common traditional
thread in these works.
The pleasing design of a blue flower
sprawled on a stoneware jar or the elegant
shape and graceful grain of a wooden rifle
warrant placement in the museum. Even
blanket chests, originally used as furniture and
covered with hand-painted wood grain, hold a
place here.
The beautiful details given to the crafting of
these objects give them their artistic value.
Ultimately, it's the people behind the creation
who make the objects truly meaningful by
weaving scraps of their own lives into the art.
Draped across one end of the display, a large
beige quilt from the 1850s is covered with
painstakingly stitched tulips that reveal the
labors of a whole group of women, each of
whom sewed her own name on one panel.
Wandering through the museum, one sees
many of the same family names, even Suter's
own family, popping up as the creators of
exhibit pieces. Because folk art relies so heavily
on tradition within a community, families such
as the Suters and the Heatwoles, who have
settled and remained in the Valley for
generations, continue to resurface. Suter's own
great-grandfather created some of the pottery
on display.
For many of us whose families have moved
from state to state throughout the years,
developing such strong family ties within a
community may seem unfathomable. But these

binds have knit the Valley together over the
years to yield such a fruitful crop of art.
Gazing at the works, the observer feels the
powerful presence of generations of people
living through the everyday joys and sorrows of
their lives in the Valley. Sentimental as it
sounds, there's a real connection back to the
history of the Valley.
But the exhibit doesn't just focus on old
artworks. Observers can see pieces as recent as
1995 reflecting the same traditions as objects
from the 18th century.
"They're learning something about the past
and the present," Suter said, pointing out how
virtually indistinguishable the contemporary
works are from the centuries-old ones. Two
similarly shaped baskets, one from the 1990s

and one from almost 100 years ago, remain
strikingly similar. "That's part of what tradition
is," he said.
Recalling his personal experiences, Suter
said he remembers an elderly male basket
weaver walking into a museum and seeing his
baskets on display after an entire lifetime of
weaving. The satisfaction on his face said,
"Somebody is finally respecting the work that 1
do," according to Suter.
"This 200-year-old tradition is finally getting
recognition." Suter said with a grin.
The Shenandoah Valley Folk Art and
Heritage Center opens its doors from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. Wednesday through Saturday and 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m. Sunday. Admission is $4 for adults
and $1 for those under 18.

PHOTOS BY JESSICA V/lLK/contributing photographer
This friendship quilt (I), which Is on display at the Shenandoah Valley Folk Art and
Heritage Center in Dayton, comes from Augusta County and dates back to 1850. A
different woman made each square in the quilt, (above) This gravestone, dating
back to 1853, came from Rockingham County. A father made ft for his deceased
young daughter.

Class

continued from page 21
communications," she said, "and we
all work really well together."
According to junior music major
Julie Burton, meeting the needs of
the campus is one programming goal
of the class members.
They focused on bringing
something new to JMU to provide
some diversity.
Originally, booking ska bands was
last on the prioritized list, according
to Shipley.
"Other bands just didn't work
out," she said, "and with the three
ska bands, all the right things were in
the right place at the right time."

Play

With National Homeless and continued from page 21
Hunger Week falling on the calendar The highlights came where they
this week and the holidays right should have in the performances of
around the corner, the 3 CP class the main characters.
decided to put a twist on admission
Senior Caitlin Miller did a great
criteria to benefit the needy job portraying Agnes. Agnes's
population of Harrisonburg and attention is pulled in many directions
Rockingham County. Rather, class by the many distractions around her.
members are promoting the concert This illustrates her curiosity and
as "See 3 bands for 3 cans of food or bewilderment in the things that most
$3."
people take for granted, and Miller
All proceeds will benefit local shows this quite well in her quick
shelters such as the Salvation Army, looks at different aspects of the sets.
Mercy House and Patchwork Pantry.
Her master Arnolphe, played by
"This is a wonderful opportunity," Professor of Theatre Tom King,
Burton said, "for all of us to help portrays a plethora of emotions, from
people who heed it the most."
'• Jbyfc^hiSSofl'M pure anger', and

is the centerpiece of the play. King
meets the challenge of his
performance as he executes quite
believable fits of anger and balances
them with conniving happiness.
Senior Scott Wilkes's and
Covington's portrayals of the
servants Alain and Georgette were
the main comic elements of the play,
and they played their roles brilliantly.
Their slapstick was essential to
their roles as members of the lower
class.
The only inconsistencies in the
play were in the portrayals of the
characters of Chrysalde and suitor
Horace.

Played by sophomore Dave
Dalton.who was enjoyable to watch
in thfc critique, and junior Andy
Moore, respectively, the characters
came across as boring and
unbelievable.
Chrysalde's dialogue seemed
labored and uninspired and was
difficult to listen to without fighting
back a yawn and Horace's pining
came across as equally uninspired.
It is not a bad play, just a little
arduous to watch in some of its
slower parts. The performances of
the main characters make up for this
and stop this p\ay. from ever taking a
downward turn.
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Men and women coast past Latvian teams
Senior Darren McLinton and junior Charles Lott combine for 39 points to pace offense
by Jerry Niedzialek
title here
Neither the cold weather, snow nor Latvia
Select could cool off the JMU men's basketball
team Tuesday night, as the Dukes rolled to an
easy 88-59 victory at the Convocation Center.
JMU shot a blazing 61.5 percent from the
floor in the second half. 53.3 percent for the
game.
But despite the easy victory, JMU head
coach Lefty Driesell was hesitant to admit
satisfaction in the Dukes' final tune-up before
the start of the regular season.

Latvia Select
JMU

59
88

"It's hard to get excited.... It wasn't a very
good test for us," Driesell said. 'This wasn't a
very good team, and I don't think this game
told us much at all."
JMU started off the contest quickly, going
up 6-0 in the first two minutes when three
different Dukes got on the scoreboard.
But Latvia stopped the initial surge and
managed to tie the game at 6. That was as close
as it got to the lead, as JMU regained command
for the rest of the game.
The Dukes then went on an 8-0 run, keyed
by the tenacious play of freshman forward Fred
Boyd. Boyd scored four of his seven points
during that stretch and played strong defense,
causing a turnover and getting a breakaway
slam.
"I was trying to play tough defense by

getting up in their faces,
finished with a gametrying
to
cause
high 22 points and
turnovers," Boyd said. "I
seven assists — and two
just slid to the open slots
plays where Boyd
and took the open shot
dished to sophomore
when I had it."
fdrward Lamont Boozer
for baskets, got the
Throughout the rest
of the half, Latvia stayed
Dukes going. Boozer
close, even pulling to
led the Dukes with a
within five points when
game-high 11 rebounds,
JMU hit a dry spell. The
giving JMU some
much-needed toughness
Dukes did not hit a field
goal for nearly five
inside.
But the second hall
minutes,
causing
Driesell to call a time
belonged to junior
out to regroup his troops.
forward Charles Lott.
who provided a scoring
After that break in the
action, JMU increased
punch off the bench.
Lott went on a stretch
its advantage to a
halftime lead of 12
where he hit five
behind the play of senior
straight JMU field
goals, scoring 12 points.
point guard Darren
McLinton and freshman
He hit two threes and
had a thunderous slam
guard Eugene Atkinson.
Atkinson finished the
that ignited the fans
half with nine points and
during that run. He shot
7-for-11 for the night to
again looked impressive.
He showed outside touch
tally his 17 points.
DEREK ROGERS/smffpholofirapher "I just went there and
and an ability to
penetrate to the basket. Junior Charles Lott rocks the Convo with played hard, and things
"Both youngsters a thunderous dunk Tuesday. Lott poured happened well for me
[Boyd and Atkinson] in 17 points in JMU's 88-59 victory.
tonight," he said.
JMU handled the ball
played well tonight,"
well, turning it over only seven times, and
Driesell said.
The second half started out as a see-saw
rebounded better than in its last outing. The
affair as both teams exchanged buckets for the Dukes also shot 62 percent from behind the arc,
and were 16-of-21 from the charity stripe.
first five minutes.
But two three-pointers by McLinton — who
But Driesell was quick to warn about this

type of competitor and pointed out things the
Dukes need to address.
"We still need to work on getting offensive
rebounds and being more physical, in addition
to playing better team defense," he said.
One other bright spot for JMU was freshman
forward Dwayne Edwards, who scored five
points in seven minutes. The former LaSallc
Academy swingman (New York City)
connected on both shots he took.
JMU will start its regular season at (he San
Juan Shootout in San Juan, Puerto Rico, Nov.
24-26. The Dukes face Illinois State University
in their first-round game. The other schools in
the eight-team field are Virginia
Commonwealth University, Western Kentucky
University, Auburn University, La Salle
University, University of Louisville and
American University of Puerto Rico.
fx
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4
7
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Percentages: FG—53.3, FT—76.2. 3-point goals—8-13.
61.5. (McLinton 5-7. Lott 2-3, Atkinson I-2. Culicerto 0-1).
Blocks: I (Boozer). Steals: 11 (Culicerto 3. McLinton 3.
Boyd 2. Boozer I. Coleman I. Pelham I)

Dukes get monster game from senior forward Sarah
Schreib in thwarting Latvia's comeback attempt
by Steve Trout
contributing writer
The JMU women's basketball
team, which won 20 of their last 24
games in !994-'95, was looking
Tuesday night to recapture the
winning ways of a year ago.
After losing its first exhibition
game to the Armed Service All-Stars,
the team bounced back with a
convincing 68-50 victory in front of a
sparse crowd at the Convocation
Center.
At the game's onset, it looked as
if the Dukes would dominate the
Latvians. Sparked by junior forward
Sarah Schreib's initial three-pointer,
JMU marched out to a quick 5-0
lead. Schreib scored early and often
for the Dukes, amassing a game-high
22 points. She also led both teams
with 18 rebounds.
"I'm
happy
with
my
performance," Schreib said. "I had a
few lags in my game — some bad
rtb
'* ft
04 a pi «P
m-a m-a
2-2 7-18 6 2 22
1-2
0-3 1 1 9
3-4
5-7 1 4 5
1-2 2 1 4
04
2-6 1 3 8
2-13 4-5
3-4
M 0 1 3
0-3
1-4
2-3 1 0 5
2-7
3-8 0 4 10
2-10 6-6
2-3 0 1 2
1-6 0-2
Totals
23-67 20-29 22-55 12 17 68
Percentages: FO—34.3, FT—69.0, 3-point
goals—2-6,33.3, (Schreib 2-2, Rilinger 0-2,
Heinbaugh 0-1. Basey 0-1). Blocked shots: 2
(Turczyn 2). Steals: 13 (Schreib 3. Jordan 3, E.
Williams 2. Heinbaugh 2, J. Williams. Basey,
Cook).

Schreib
Williams. J
Williams. E
Rilinger
Tleinbaugh
Jordan
Basey
Cook
Turczyn

9-15

4-4
1-3
2-6

shot selection, but in all, I can't be
too dissatisfied."
Leading by five at the 14:57 mark,
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman
showed she was not afraid to utilize
the seven freshmen on this year's
squad. Freshman Hope Cook, a sixfoot guard from Gladys scored
immediately upon entering the game
to give JMU an early 10-3 advantage.
"Hope [Cook] and Emeka
[Williams] are quality players and,
they are going to be called upon to
make significant contributions,"
Moorman said.

Latvia Select
JMU

50
68

Perhaps the most key performance
of the first half came from junior
captain Holly Rilinger. Rilinger —
who led the team in scoring, assists
and steals as a sophomore — was the
obvious leader on the court, for the
remainder of the season. Her layup
with 4:20 remaining in the first half
gave the Dukes a 29-14 advantage.
On Latvia's next possession,
Rilinger, defending Latvia guard Ilze
Ose, drew a charging foul and came
down hard on her hip. The injury,
which is considered to be minor, kept
Rilinger out the rest of the game.
"It appears as if she [Rilinger]
injured her hip or lower-back area . .
. and we'll just have to see how she
feels tomorrow," Moorman said.
Rilinger said, "I hit it really hard
when I came down ... I tried to run

on it at halftime but I don't think the
coach wanted to risk it."
Latvia,
obviously
taking
advantage of the absence of Rilinger,
went on a 8-0 run that cut the score
to 29-22 and forced JMU to take a
time out with 0:59 left in the half.
After an exchange of baskets, the
Dukes went into halftime with a 3123 lead.
"[During halftime], Coach told us
we looked lazy and that we were
playing passive defense. I think we
came out [in the second half] fired up
and ready to go," Schreib said.
Junior center Jen Williams scored
twice during a quick 6-0 run for the
Dukes, giving JMU a 35-25 lead.
Latvia, however, answered back with
another run of its own. The team
scored II of the next 13 points,
closing the gap to five.
Schreib and Williams, a freshman
forward, thwarted the Latvian
comeback with three clutch free
throws. Schreib continued to step up
her game at both ends of the court,
grabbing two key offensive rebounds
and scoring six quick points. At the
9:47 mark, the Dukes had pushed
their lead back to 10, 50-40.
But Latvia refused to go down.
Aided by a 5-0 run, the Latvians cut
JMU's lead back to six with 4:59
remaining in the game.
Heinbaugh finally scored for the
Dukes, ending a span of 5:42 where
JMU only scored one basket.
The Dukes scored on four of their
next five trips down the court,
eventually crushing Latvia's
comeback hopes with a game-ending

ROGER WOLLENBERG//>/tow editor

Junior point guard Holly Rillinger goes up for a rebound against
Latvia guard Ilze Ose. The Dukes won the game 68-50.
14-2 run. Cook led JMU with six
points during this span, all coming
from the foul line.
"We've come a long way and had
a great week of practice," said

Schreib, of the young team.
Moorman said, "I thought this was
a vast improvement over our first
exhibition game, and that's what we
were looking for."
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Coach uses his style on and off the field
by Scott Graham
staff writer
As far as college coaches are
concerned, JMU women's soccer
coach Dave Lombardo is a definite
change from Bobby Knight.
He doesn't throw chairs across the
field. He doesn't use vocabulary that
would make a sailor proud when
talking to a referee. And he doesn't
get in a player's face and chastise her
in front of her parents or an audience
of peers.
What he does, however, is create
an environment that enables his
players to become successful as a
team and as individuals.
Lombardo became the Dukes'
first coach in 1990, after seven years
at Keene (N.H.) State, where he was
named Metropolitan Life national
Coach of the Year in 1983. In
Lombardo's six years with the
Dukes, he has compiled a 77-43-3
record and hopes to earn another win
Nov. 18 against 'University of
Maryland in the second round of the
NCAA tournament.
The Dukes beat Penn State
University 2-1 Saturday in their first
NCAA appearance. They finished the
regular season with a 16-7-1 record,
which breaks the single season win
record of IS games, and also
claimed the CAA tournament title.
But beyond Lombardo's records
and achievements lie many of the

reasons for his and his team's recent
success.
If you ever get a chance to watch
the Dukes interact on and off the
soccer field, there is a sense of
camaraderie and chemistry that can't
go unnoticed. The team's chemistry
is fostered under a tranquil, yet
competitive, environment created by
Lombardo and his assistants, Alison
Foley and Maren Rojas.
"We try to create an environment
that's positive and non-threatening,"
Lombardo said, "where you can
develop talent instead of having kids
play scared. It's also a competitive
and sort of blue-collar mentality in
that if you're working hard, it will
eventually pay off."
Lombardo, a graduate of Southern
Connecticut State University,
achieves this environment with a
calm style and demeanor in which he
can be "intense without being tense,"
he said. Lombardo said he also uses
humor to relate to his players and
relieve any undue pressure.
"There are a lot of times before a
game," Lombardo said, "when I'll be
as focused and intense as I can be
and realize the humor in it and try to
break them up with a joke."
During the season, Lombardo
cultivates his team's camaraderie and
attempts to learn more about his
players' lives outside of soccer by
inviting groups of them to dinner at
his house and by arranging one-on-

one meetings. Lombardo said these
interactions with his players allow
him to understand them as people,
which leads to a greater
understanding of them as soccer
players.
"He's definitely one of those
coaches that, off the field, you can
talk to," sophomore goalkeeper Stacy
Bilodeau said. "He'd be there for you
if you ever needed him."
Senior
forward
Ashley
Williamson said, "He makes you feel
welcomed to go into his office and
talk to him. That's a big bonus to
have in a coach so you're not afraid
to go ask him questions/'
Lombardo
believes
the
relationships he tries to form with his
players also establishes confidence
and trust in each other that has
contributed to the Dukes' unity and
success.
"I don't treat them as high school
kids," Lombardo said. "I hold them
accountable,
and
there's
responsibility that's placed in their
hands, instead of me being the
watchdog. They watch out for
themselves, and they also watch out
for each other."
Just as evident as the strong
relationship Lombardo has with his
players is the enjoyment he receives
from coaching college soccer.
He enjoys college athletics
because he gets to deal with athletes
and the range of emotions they

JMU hosts Princeton in NCAA match
by John M. Taylor
senior writer
When the NCAA men's soccer tournament
pairings were announced Monday evening, no
one was sure exactly what was in store for the
Dukes.
After finishing the season on a down note,
going 2-3-1 in their last six games, and being
knocked out of the Colonial Athletic
Association tournament in the second round by
George Mason University, the Dukes were a
team on the NCAA bubble.
"We knew we were in the picture," head
coach Tom Martin said, "but when it goes to a
committee and you don't have an automatic
bid, 1 don't think there's any such thing as
being sure you're going to get in."
Yet, in what may come as a surprise to
many, JMU made the tournament and will host
Princeton University in a first-round game Nov.
. 19 at 1 p.m.
The NCAA selection committee has never
granted an at-large bid to a CAA team, until
this year.
"We learned last year that William & Mary
was an excellent team and didn't get in,"
Martin said. "So you can't count on anything
when it comes to that stuff."
The pukes making the tournament is
surprising enough, but the fact they are hosting
the game is shocking. The Tigers are a higher
seed than the Dukes, but they must travel to
Harrisonburg to play their first-round match.
The selection committee was concerned with
the conditions of both teams' playing fields,
according to NCAA men's soccer committee
chair Jon LeCrone. The location of the match is
decided after the pairing decisions, and neither
team's home field is in good shape right now.
Princeton had a game in the rain last week
that turned its field into a virtual mudhole. JMU
hosted both the men's and women's CAA
tournaments, so Reservoir Street Field had a lot
of action, some of which was also in the rain.
The committee decided JMU's field was in
better condition and would be a better place to
play.
"We took into account revenue opportunity,
strength of schedule and field conditions," said
LeCrone. "After looking at all of that, we

decided JMU would be a better site."
The snow this week is not helping field
conditions. Through Wednesday, the team had
not yet been able to practice outside.
Martin took a hands-off approach to the
selection process, deciding not to even watch
the selection show.
"I don't want to mess with that," Martin
said. "It's out of our hands. I'm not going to
lobby, call people on the committee, tell them
'oh, this guy was hurt and that guy was hurt.'
They do their homework, they knew that.
"I think they saw the fact that we had the
quality wins in the season, we dropped of at the
end of the season, primarily due to injuries," he
said. "I think that they also saw the fact that we
were in [the NCAA tournament] the last three
years weighed in our favor."
The injury bug is still following the Dukes
into the tournament.
However, the only player that will miss the
game will be junior defender Mark Miles, who
is having knee problems. The knee flared up
again after the CAA game with GMU. Junior
Drew Rodenberger will start in Miles's place.
Senior midfielder Patrick McSorley is still
hurting from his late season ankle injury, and
sophomore forward Geoff Honeysett is still
suffering from a thigh contusion. Sophomore
forward Jake Edwards reinjured the foot that he
broke this summer. However all three are
expected to play against Princeton.
Although he doesn't think the team played
particularly well in its last two games, Martin is
pleased the team is playing consistently.
'There weren't a lot of ebbs and flows in
those games," Martin said of the two contests.
"Now we're in a situation where there's
absolutely no pressure, everything's good, only
one team wins the last game they play of the
season and it's a pretty relaxed atmosphere,"
Martin said.
There are many players left on this Tiger
team that went to the Final Four two years ago.
"They're very technical, like Virginia,"
Martin said. "That technical quickness gives us
problems.
Martin said he feels the Dukes have an
advantage at midfield. though, largely due to
the size of the players and their ability to
control the ball.

ROGER V/OLLENBERG/pholo editor
Coach Dave Lombardo kicks the ball around In practice Tuesday.
experience, he said. Lombardo
experiences these emotions during
the course of a game, but has no way
to vent them other than to pace the
sideline and give instructions to his
team, he said.
"You get to see joy,
responsiveness and intensity,"
Lombardo said.

Lombardo said there is nothing
that gets his "heart going" or flares
"my nostrils" like preparing for a
game he once played for its simple
gratifications.
"I pinch myself every ... morning
that I'm getting a chance to do
something that I enjoy to do and that
I used to do for nothing."

Cross country teams place
high in NCAA District meet
by Jen Nowitzki

NCAA cross country teams than any other
sport
contributing writer
"The meet was really bittersweet,"
The JMU men's and women's cross Holliday said. "We ran the best race we've
country teams set out this season to prove to ever run, [but] then again, we just missed
everyone they're ready to be recognized nationals."
The women, led by senior Cristi Ferran,
nationally. This weekend in Boston, they did
placed fifth in the district.
just that
With a time of 17:56 in the five-kilometer
Each squad recorded its highest finish in
JMU history at the NCAA District II race, Ferran recorded thtjajiighest-ever
individual finish by a Duke. SjjpjJaced 15th
Championships.
'This weekend we really put ourselves on in the district and was name«3t the Allthe map," distance coach Juli Speights- District team.
'I'm very pleased with my race? Ferran
Henner said.
"This is definitely the best team race we've said. "I finally broke 18 (minutes]."
—-—--——— Sophomore
Tracey
ever had at JMU." she said. -—-——■———————
Livengood finished 25th
The men's meet was for "TUic
/c
dpfinitlPV
l
both Districts I and II, and is
"w w UtJUllUty
in the district with a mark
of 18:08.
collectively called the +Lp Up** tpnm TCLCe
"This is the strongest
Intercollegiate Association '
season we've had."
6 A,hletcs of we>ve ever
Livengood said. In
addition to recordLed by freshman Russ IMTJ
breaking finishes at
Coleman, the men captured
fourth place overall.
Juli Speights-Henner Districts, the women won
Coleman came in with a
cross country long distance coach the Colonial Athletic
time of 31:10 in the 10- _
_ Association title for the
kilometer race, placing 25th
first time.
in District II and 35th in the IC4A standings.
As for the future, rhe men and the women
His finish was the best ever by a JMU rookie.
have proven they are "someone to reckon
"Personally, I was happy. My goal was to with," Juli Speights-Henner said.
finish in the top 40-runners," Coleman said.
Coleman said. "We've [the men's team]
Senior Dave Holltday also finished with a got a lot of guys reluming next year, so we
time of 31:10. placing 26th in the district and should be a lot stronger. That's the attitude
37th overall.
around the team."
Despite a solid showing, JMU did not
The women's success this year was
qualify for the NCAA Championships, Only remarkable when considering their youth and
the top two teams in each district are invited inexperience.
to the NCAA Championships, and there are
"The women are a solid team ... as a
just three at-large bids.
young team with little experience, they ran
"It's extremely difficult to get an invitation. incredibly," Juli Speights-Henner said.
to nationals." distance coach Pat Henner said.
She added that the team is full of potential
"A lower percentage makes it in cross country with most of the runners returning next
that in any other sport." .
season. SpeightSrHcuner said they are looking
More colleges and universities have an to have ah experienced team next season.

Ameri?" "

had at
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Bi g man on big sc^eerv
Foi^me^ C^MtA center Vladimir (Suk finds Kis ranga m Hollywood
by Matthew Provence
senior writer
Fans will wonder how JMU head
coach Lefly Driesell ever denied
playing lime to someone who would
eventually go on to win a National
Basketball Association championship
for the Utah Jazz.
And although nobody —
including the Lefthander himself —
could have ever imagined Vladimir
Cuk as an NBA hero, anything can
happen in the movies.
"I got more playing time in
Hollywood than I did in four years at
JMU," said Cuk, who averaged under
two minutes per game in his three
seasons with the basketball team.
Cuk, a former member of the team
and a current graduate student at
JMU, has taken his basketball career
from the bench to the silver screen.
The '95 graduate spent October in
Boston performing a role for the
movie "Celtic Pride," which is
planned for release by Caravan
Pictures March 29. The film is
directed by Tom DeCerchio, and
stars Dan Aykroyd, Damon Wayans
and Daniel Stem.
"ITh real happy for him," Driesell
said. "He's quite a character. He
should make for a good movie star
because he has a lot of charm about
him, and people like him."
The movie is about two extreme
Boston Celtics fans who kidnap
Utah's top gunner (Wayans) prior to
the start of the NBA Finals.
Cuk plays the role of Lerch
Bronfermacher, a seldom-used
reserve for the Jazz who did not play
much throughout the regular season
— and only makes an appearance at
the end of Game Seven when one
player fouls out and another injures
his knee.
"The role was perfect for him,"
joked junior guard Ryan Culicerto,
who roomed with Cuk for a year.
"He's always been more of an actor
than a player."

(above) Cuk, sporting the Utah Jazz gear of his character Lerch
Bronfermacher, lounges on the set with fellow cast member Dan
Aykroyd. The two are in a movie titled "Celtic Pride," which is
planned for release March 29.
(left) Actor Damon Wayans goes to Cuk for advice before snooting
a jumper on the famous parquet floor at the Boston Garden.
PHOTOS COURTESY OF VLADIMIR CUK

Cuk, a six-foot-eleven Croatian,
said, "They [the producers) were
looking for a seven-foot, Eastern
European goof-ball. Lerch is not
supposed to have any skill."
Skill or no skill, Lerch proves to
be the difference in the NBA
championship game, and filming his
big scene, Cuk said, was quite an
experience.
"It was just incredible to make

that scene," Cuk said. "They brought
10,000 people into the Boston
Garden. The fans went crazy after 1
made the winning dunk at the buzzer
— it was like winning a real NBA
championship."
Driesell said teasingly, "From
what he told me, he actually dunks
the ball. I didn't even know he could
dunk — they must have had him
stand on a chair!"

Despite the heroics of Lerch's producers of the basketball-centered
game-winning basket, Cuk said there movie "Eddie," which has yet to be
was another scene he enjoyed filming released, were looking for someone
even more.
to play a role similar to that of Lerch.
"My favorite scene is the one on Although he did not get that part,
the night before the final game," Cuk Cuk's tape circulated around
said. "My character was out at a bar Hollywood until it was noticed by the
with all these beautiful models casting director for "Celtic Pride."
hanging all over me. I didn't mind
After his first taste of Hollywood,
having to repeat that scene over Cuk said he is hoping to be contacted
again."
for roles in future films.
Cuk made more money in the one
"I definitely would like to do
month he spent in Boston than the some acting on the side because it is
amount provided for in one year of an extremely lucrative business,"
his full scholarship — plus he will be Cuk said. "And although I would
receiving a small residual on sales for love to be an actor for a living, the
the rest of his __^^^^^__^_ ^<^__—__ reality is that it
is tough to
life.
a
make a living
Cuk also
these days as
mentioned
an actor."
camaraderie
Yet,
with the other
ihose
who
actors
as
have spent
another
time with Cuk
fascinating
know he has
part
the personality
experience.
Lefty Driesell for the camera.
•To be able
JMU men's basketball head coach
"I
to buddy up
always knew
with Damon,
Daniel and some of the others, deal he had it in him," said Cliff Culuko,
with them on a personal basis and see the father of Cuk's former roommate
how they live may have been the best and teammate Kent Culuko. "Just
part," Cuk said. "It was good to be look at him — he's a friendly and
able to talk about everyday stuff with outgoing guy."
Junior forward Charles Lolt said,
them and just hang out." /
But not every aspect of his acting "Vlade will make a great actor
because he's a good person and a
experience was so glamorous.
"We worked long hours — about really funny guy. Acting is perfect
12 to 15 hours a day," Cuk said. "We for him because he is quite the
would come in every morning before comedian and will blend right in."
Regardless of his future as an
light and leave after dark. We didn't
actor, Cuk said he will always have
see daylight."
In addition, Cuk used whatever something concrete to look back
free time he had to keep up with his upon.
"The nice thing of this whole
graduate courses while away for a
experience is that 1 have become
month.
Cuk was introduced to the idea of immortalized in the movie," Cuk
acting when former teammate said. "Experiences in Hollywood
Clayton Ritter informed him that the come and go, but the movies stay."

/ didn 't even know
he could dunk — they
must have had him
of* his stand on a chair!.

Utah Jazz groupies gather around Cuk's character in his favorite scene of the movie.
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Do you want to see your name in
Police Log twice a week?
The Breeze news section is looking
for a police reporter.
To apply, submit a letter and 3 clips to The Breeze news section by Nov. 21 at 5 p.m.

Congratulations
to Brad Jenkins,
The Breeze
news section's
SGA reporter
for the spring
semester.

YOU CAN
GET OUT OF
9UKMST
pi

-

&v>;! "** hi
/

J
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Coming November 29
to a Career Services near you,
If you're interested in an exciting career in
restaurant management, come by and see us.
All majors welcome.
If you're unable to sign up for an interview or
would like more information, please contact:
Claire McGing - (703)827-0321

If you're really co ncerned

aboi ityour health, giv e your safety

t left a workout. It's the best
ex< *rcise we know- o keep you
and your medical costsfr om going througl I the roof.

YQUI OULD LEARN A LOT 1 ■ROMADUMMY.BUOOiYOURSAR TYBELl
OS Dmxnmtnarftrmionttcn

chili's

K'.'iiLVi^ik. " iciiIL!II23il

Easby's
BUFFET
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GUEST
PREDICTOR

Picks of the week

Last week
Season total
Winning percentage.

Northwestern at Purdue
Virgin!*
Arkansas at LSI!
Colorado at Kansas St

Pete Haggarty
asst sports editor
7-4
65-45-0
591

Matt Provence
sports editor
6-5
63-47-0
.573

Alison Boyce
editor
6-5
60-50-0
545

Jerry Niedzialek
staff writer
4-7
60-50-0
.545

LSI I
Kansas St.

PSU
Northwestern
UVa.
Arkansas
Kansas St.

Michigan
Northwestern
Virginia Tech
Arkansas
Kansas St.

PSU
Northwestern
UVa.
LSI:
Kansas St.

Arkansas
Kansas St.

Miami

\m Franciso >

Miami

Miami

Miami

Detroit
Indianapolis
Arizona
Dallas

Chicago

Chicago

New England

New England

Carolina
Dallas
Denver

Carolina
Dallas
Denver

Chicago
New England
Arizona
Dallas
Denver

Chicago
Indianapolis
Carolina
Dallas
Denver

Northwestern

Monday Night: San Francisco at Miami

Detroit at Chicago
Indianapolis at New England
Arizona at Carolina
Dallas at Oakland
San Diego at Denver

Whatever became of Jerry Niadzialek? The writer snuck into first place a
few weeks ago, but he let it go to his head. After another lousy week during
which he was 4-7, his demise is complete —Jerry is in the cellar again.
Pete Haggarty, on the other hand, continued to maintain a solid grip on the
first-place slot. But every time the Panel begins to consider him a real threat,
he makes comments that prove to undermine this possibility. This week, he
picked Indianapolis because he said he likes horses. Come on! Does that
deserve reward?

Sports Hi. nrcs
Dukes make strong showing at
Penn State Open
JMU sophomore Jenna Morgan got her
season off to a great start with a 10th place
finish in the epee division at the Penn State
Open Nov. 12.
Sophomore Katie Sechrist provided
another top performance with her 26thplace finish among the 66 epee entrants in
the competition.
In the foil competition, junior Suzanne
Lewandowski placed 56th to lead the
Dukes. The Penn State Open is considered
a preview of the NCAA Championships.

Ml\ S SOCCER
JMU vs. Princeton in
NCAA first round
Admission for JMU's Nov. 19 NCAA
men's soccer game vs. Princeton, as set by
the NCAA, is $8 for adults and $5 for
students. Tickets will be available at the
gate on game day.- These prices are
mandated by the NCAA governing body.

BREEZE ATHLETES
OF THE WEEK
Kelley Bloomer, Sarah Weaver
and Jen Wilds
. Field hockey
Bloomer, Weaver and Wilds played
extremely well in the Dukes' 3-0 win over
Penn State in Nov. 12 NCAA quarterfinal
game at Bridgeforth Stadium. Bloomer
scored JMU's two goals, including a goal

only 39 seconds into the game. Weaver's
strong play on offense thrusted the Dukes'
attacking offense, as JMU outshot the
Nittany Lions 21-3. Wilds had an assist on
the Dukes' third goal. JMU now faces topranked and unbeaten North Carolina in the
NCAA semifinals. The game will be held
at Wake Forest University, WinstonSalem, N.C., Nov. 18 at noon.
Tasha Fills
Women's soccer
Ellis scored the game-winning goal to
lead the Dukes to a 2-1 win at Penn State
Nov. 11 in the first round of the NCAA
tournament. Her third game-winning goal
of the season helped propel JMU into a
Nov. 18 second-round game at Maryland
(2 p.m.)
Ken Rossi
Wrestling
Rossi opened the season by recording the
eighth pin in his career. The 118-pounder
and defending CAA champion in the
weight class pinned Georgia State's Travis
Bealmer two minutes and 40 seconds into
the bout. Rossi improved his career record
to 42-17.
Cristi Ferran
Women's cross country
Ferran placed 15th at the NCAA District
II Championships, held Nov. 11 in Boston.
That was the highest individual finish in
school history at the district meet, a
qualifier for the NCAA Championships.
Ferran finished the 5,000-meter course in
17 minutes, 56 seconds.

Vladimir Cuk
basketball player
turned movie star
74-36-0 (total)
PSU
Purdue
UVa.

Well, up until this point, neither Matt Provence nor Alison Boyce have been
able to do anything to prevent that. It looked like Matt was on a roll, but after a
few mediocre weeks, it appears he is back on the meat slicer.
The guest predictors continue to control the overall lead, but it has been a
while since one has posted an amazing week. Now it is up to Vladimir Cuk —
who has gone from the JMU men's basketball bench to the silver screen. The
director of "Celtic Pride" must have been pleased with Cuk's performance —
after all, he did a great job acting like he knew which football teams to pick.

15 Minutes
Take a picture of your roommate or best friend sleeping, take the
entry to The Breeze, and the best one will win a gift certificate
for a large pizza from Papa John's, for both you and your
roommate/best friend.

Drop off all entries in the basement of Anthony-Seeger Mall in The Breeze offices, or
send entries through campus mail to: The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall, atten.: photo
department. Nov. 21 is the deadline lor this contest. In order to participate, .ill contest
rules must be followed.
Contest Rules:
All entries must have you and your subject's name, major, year and phone number
included with photo.
This contest is open to all students and faculty, except employees and advisers ol The
Breeze.
To avoid damage, please insert photo in an envelope. Do not fold, bend
i ntries.
For return of entries, please enclose a self-addressed enveli >pe with yOurJML' box
number. The Breeze will not be held responsible for lost, stolen or clat
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COMICS
Verisimilitude \Brent Coulson

For entertainment only.
Aries (March 21-April 19) The snow and slush have just
begun. Get ready for a long, dreary winter. Hope you
remembered to pack your long underwear.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) Dig out your summer clothes,
again. Your room will be like the tropics due to the heater.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) Your trip home will give you a
chance to catch up with some old friends and maybe even
some romance. Just make sure your romantic interest at
school doesn't find out.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) You'll either get a ride from or
give a ride to someone very interesting for Thanksgiving.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) Hope your boots have good tread
on the bottom. The stars and the forecast show some
slippy situations coming your way.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Your vacation plans get a
little way-layed by relatives. It might not be so bad.

Cancer (June 21-July 22) Your patience will be put to the
test soon. Some of your more irritating cousins will be left
in your care this Thanksgiving.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) You have a bad experience at
the '80s dance, although your neon yellow parachute
pants will come in handy when walking home that night.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Pressure's on. Those research
papers assigned all those weeks ago will soon be due.
Reserve your room at Carrier Library now.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) The normal time that it takes
you to go home for the holidays will slightly be altered by
your transportation. Be cautious of one-armed tow men.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) Do you remember your great Aunt
Ethel's recipe for turkey stuffing? Neither does she. Keep
a lot of Pepto Bismol in stock.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) A night out with your friends
over the break gets you into a little more trouble than you
can handle.
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CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

House - 68R, 2 baths, 2 kitchen.,
10 min. walk. 432-7915

January sublet - Common*.
Female, large end room. Call
Tammy, 4320693.

Apt. house - lSBRs, 5 kitchens, 5
baths, rent house or separate apt.
4327915

Roommate needed - For spacious
townhouse. Forest Hills. $180/mo.
t utilities. 434-8170

Three big RMs available - For
Spring semester in 6BR house.
Male/female. Call Michelle, 564
0039.

Forest Hills townhouse* lor rent June 1, 1996-May 31. 1997.
$ll30/mo. Call owner/agent
Jordan Rohrer at (0)896-8998 or
(E)564-1388.
Two rooms available - At 625 S.
Main St.. January to May or August.
For more info, call Sabine. 433
9094.

5BR houses - All amenities. Begin
May & August '96-'97. x3068
University Place condos - Available
for '96'97 school year! Three &
four BR furnished units. Call Dannie
at The Prudential for info. 434-5150
Spring sublet - University Place,
$210/mo. Call Misty, 564 2883.

For rent - 1BR/2BR apt. in
Hunter's Ridge after December 20.
Contact Becki. (703)43^8767.
Mt. View Drive townhouse - One
sublet
needed:
immediate
availability; female occupied;
walking distance; $185/mo.; W/D;
(703)450-5008.
Four BR apts. at 501 S. High St.
432-3979
Five BR house - Two kitchens, two
bathrooms, South High. 432-3979
Two & three BR townhouse* - 3
blocks from campus. 432-3979

FOR SALE
Home-brewing kits - Hops, yeasts,
grains, extracts, literature. 4326799
Fire & les for your Christmas love Brilliant cut diamond solitare ring.
Must see the beauty of it.
Reasonable. 433-3927
19" RCA TV - Good condition.
$50/obo. Call Dave, x7134.
4-100 watts speakers - X2 JBL,
X2 Optimus, $100; Kenwood
receiver, $75. Leave message at
574-0101 for more info.

University Place - 4 BR, completely
furnished, W/D, A/C. DW. 4323979

HELP WANTED
Holiday Help Wanted
Fairfax, VA
Hickory Ham* I* hiring full-time
temporary positions to begin
December (15-20). Counter sales
& food prep available. S6/hr.
Call: (703)818-7445
13898 Metrotech Dr.
Chantllly, VA 22021

One, two, three BR apts. - Deck,
house, Mason St. 432-3979
Six BR house - Five blocks from
campus. June lease. 432-3979
Seven BR house - Two bathrooms,
two kitchens. June lease. 432-3979
Room In 3BR apt. for sublease Starting January. Four blocks from
campus on Mason St. Smokers
preferred. Call Dan, 433-5702.
Spring sublet - Female, large room,
Campus Condos. Call Shern, 5743138.
House - For 7 people. 3 baths, 3
mm. walk to campus, quiet
residential area. 3500 sq. ft. 432
7915

$1,750 weekly possible - Mailing
our circulars. For info call (202)39?
7723.
International employment - Earn
up to $25$45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching
background or Asian languages
required. For info call, (206)6321146, XJ53251.

Ski resorts hiring - Ski resorts are
now hiring for many positions this
winter. Up to $2,000+ in salary &
benefits. Call Vertical Employment
Group, (206)63*0469, XV53251.
National Parks hiring - Seasonal &
full-time employment available at
National Parks. Forest & Wildlife
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses! Call
(206)545-4804, XN53251.
Cruise ships now hiring - Earn up
to $2,0O0+/mo. working on cruise
ships or land-tour companies. World
travel. Seasonal & full-time
employment
available.
No
experience necessary. For more info
call (206)634-0468, xC53252.
Ski freel Massanutten F/B now
accepting applications for seasonal
food/beverage staff. Kitchen,
housekeeping, cocktail, barbacks,
bus, door personnel. Apply at
Fairways or call 289-5794.
$1,000 Fundraiser - Fraternities.
Sororities & student organizations.
You've seen credit card fundraisers
before, but you've never seen the
Visa fundraiser that pays $5 per
application. Call Donna at
(800)932-0528. x65. Qualified
callers receive a free camera.
Experienced proof-reading &
corrections done by JMU graduate
with BA in English/Technical Writing
&
two
years
professional
experience. Call 434-8009 if your
paper must be perfect. $l/page.
Arby's In the Valley Mall is now
accepting applications for all shifts.
I will be interviewing in the Food
Court at Arby's Thursday & Friday
from 2-5p.m. or call 234-0937.

LOST & FOUND

Documents typed - Professional.
Guaranteed. Reasonable rates.
Pickup/deliver. 564-2550
Free financial aldl Over $6 billion in
public & private sector grants &
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's income.
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services.
(800)263-6495,
xF53252.
Money for college! Hundreds &
thousands of grants available to all
students. Immediate qualification.
Call (800)270-2744.

Free travel! Spring Break '961 Party
in Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida. Guaranteed lowest prices
aroundl For free info packet!
(800)426-7710.
Spring Break! Panama City! Early
Specials! 8 Days Oceanview Room
With Kitchen $129! Walk To Best
Bars! Key West $259! Cocoa Beach
Hilton $169! Prices Increase 11/21
& 12/15! Spring Break Travel,
(800)6786386.

Hurry! Prices Increase 12/15!

Found - Lorus watch with white
face & black band outside Warren
Hall. Call Jeremy, x4880.

7 NlfMl Mr • HoMII Frat PartlH/DlKauMil

Melrose Parties, Formals, Karaoke,
10,000+ songs. National DJ
Connection. 433-0360

tt's Better In The Bahamas'
15 Meals *6 Parties 'Taxes
•(800)678-6386

Adoption - What do you want for
your baby? Preschool teacher &
graduate studies manager offer
strong, happy marriage, cozy home,
family outings, hugs, laughter &
tons of love. Let's talk; maybe we
can help each other - a secure
home for your baby. & an answer to
our prayers. Jacqui & Mark,
(800)770-6436
or
mhc2m9virginia.edu
or
Nonsectarian adoption counselor,
(800)690-4206.

Cancun & Jamaica Spring Break
Specials! 111% Lowest Price
Guarantee! 7 Nights Air From
Richmond & Hotel From $399! Book
Early! Save $100 On Food/Drinks!
Spring Break Travel, (800)6786386.

THE BREAK RULES
. . when you break the "rules"
about Spring Break!
Build a house,
build a friendship,
build a memory that lasts.
Call Holly at x3463.

Travel free for Spring Break '96 Form a group of 15 & travel free +
earn $$$. Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida, Carnival Cruises. Food &
drinks included. (800)574-7577,
x302.

Cancun $379!
7 Nlfhli Mr Fran Mchnondl

need of food from local foodbanks?

feSKAval

Book Now!
Jamalca/Cancun $389
Bahamas $359
Panama Clty/Daytona $129
Sell Trip*, Earn Cash, Go Free!

(800)234-7007
Wanted! Individuals, student
organizations to promote Spring
Break. Earn money & free trips. Call
Inter-Campus Programs, (800)3276013. http://www.icpt.com

"Damn It Janet!" Come do the time
warp again! Midnight, Friday, PC
Ballroom.
Nicole Chafltz - Your Senior
buddies love you. We'll miss you.
6X - Thank* for the beautiful
Founder's Day roses! Love, IX
Olivia - Happy Late Birthday! From
the guys.

WANTED
Gus' looking for 3-4plece band* Call 564-1GUS for more info.

To place a classified ad
In The Breeze,
please come to The Breeze

PERSONALS

office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger Hall.

Happy, loving couple with a big
heart wishes to adopt newborn. We
would love to help you. Please call
Lisa/Ray collect, (703)998-8933.

weekdays from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Classified ads cost $2.50

Bring this ad to The Studio & get
$3 off any hair service. Call 4348188 for an appt.

words. Boxed ads are $10
per column inch.

Florida $119!
|*00)>7*<3Sa

Did You Know .. .
16.3% of Rockingham County is in

for the hungry
Nov. 16 8p.m.
3 cans of food or $3

Jamaica $419!

Spring Break Bahama* Party
Cruise! Early Specials! 7 Days
$279! Includes 15 Meals & 6
Parties! Great Beaches/Nightlife!
Prices Increase 11/21 & 12/15!
Spring Break Travel, (800)6786386.

Shtnandoah Valley Cat Fanciers
Cat Shows - Nov. 18th & 19th,
1995, Rockingham County Fair
Grounds,
Harrisonburg,
VA,
Spectator hours: 9a.m. 5p.m. both
days. Admission: Adults, $3.50;
Seniors, $2.50; Children under 5,
free. Look for discount coupons in
newspaper, local pet shops,
grooming
shops
&
local
veterinarians.

Attention Spring Breakers!

Spring Break

Reward! Reward for info leading to
return of green Kramer guitar &
accessories. No questions asked.
Call (540)249-4197 after 5p.m.

SERVICES

Adoption - Loving childless couple
wishes to adopt infant. Happy,
secure home, full-time mother. Call
Dian & Joe, (800)579-1860;
collect, (703)830-1341.

International Students - Visitors.
DV-1 Greencard Program available.
(800)660-7167 or (818)772-7168.

SPRING BREAK
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Spring Break!
Bahamas Party
Cruise 7 Days $279

Papers, presentations & color
overheads typed. Reasonable rates.
Call 433-9332.

NOTICE
For more Information and
assistance regarding the
investigation of financing bus!
opportunities & work-at home
opportunities, contact the
Better Business Bureau Inc.,
at (703)342-3455.

Thursday, Nov. 16, 1995

for the first ten words, and
$2.00 for each additional ten

^)AY GOODBYE 1 u

Calvin and Hobbes

JAMES

MADISON

UNIVERSITY

will not be
published Nov. 23
or Nov. 27 for
Thanksgiving.
Enjoy Turkey Day.
We will

Due to Bill Waterson's retirement, Vie Breeze will no longer run
Calvin And Hobbes, Please help us select a new strip to run,
Mail this form via campus mail to:
THE BREEZE
Anonthy-Seeger Hall

OB°«die

O ^nute
D Wizard ^ Id

^3 Catty

OE* Bete/-x>r For 06rse
OG^fi9ld
Q 01 and l2\s
O £°°nesbury
OOut]a*d
O B^ede B^tef
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O Oih r
THE_BREEZE@jmu.edu
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